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Welcome
The general public across the G20 countries say that they put their tax trust in finance
professionals rather than the politicians. Go figure
AB went to press before the outcome
of the general election was known,

We continually
strive to provide
you with the
coverage and
content you need
to be successful,
whatever your role.
How are we doing?

but Brexit, taxation and executive
remuneration all played a part in the
various parties’ campaigns. We look at
each of these issues in this edition.
In our main interview, Andrew
Bonfield, chairman of the 100 Group
of FDs, has been working to provide
a voice for the profession on how we
should leave the EU. He wants to ensure
companies have enough time to prepare,
and is determined to help deliver the
best opportunities for business.
As for taxation, public trust in the

expectations and help avoid ugly scenes

tax system is at an all-time low, and

at the AGM. See also our video series at

governments have been chastened into

bit.ly/ACCA-playlist.

putting tax cooperation at the top of

Finally, you’ll notice we have made

their agendas. On page 36, we explore

some design and content changes to

the findings of research by ACCA, IFAC

the magazine this month in response to

and CA ANZ. Not surprisingly most of

your feedback. We hope you like it. We

the public in G20 nations put their trust

continually strive to provide you with

in professional accountants on tax far

the coverage and content you need to

more than in politicians. See also Robert

be successful, whatever your role. Let us

Bruce’s take on the research on page 28.

know what you think.

AB

Our feature on executive pay on
page 18 explores how good financial

Jo Malvern, editor

reporting can manage shareholder

joanna.malvern@accaglobal.com
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The leading monthly magazine for finance

ACCA (the Association of Chartered

professionals, available in six different

Certified Accountants) is the global

versions: China, International, Ireland,

body for professional accountants. It

Malaysia, Singapore and the UK.

offers business-relevant, first-choice

*
*
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Magazine contacts, page 82

qualifications to people of application,

Available in app and pdf

ability and ambition who seek a

AB Direct: weekly news bulletin

rewarding career in accountancy, finance
and management. ACCA supports its

More at accaglobal.com/ab
Audit period July 2015
to June 2016 151,120

ISSN No:
1460-406X

188,000 members and 480,000 students
in 178 countries. accaglobal.com
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Transport for London has
struck a five-year deal
with licensing agency
TSBA for brand property
such as its roundel logo
to be licensed around the
world. The commissionbased deal will generate
funds for TfL to invest in
the transport network.

Following the revaluation
of Scotland’s nondomestic properties
– which saw Edinburgh
Castle’s rateable value
increase from £326,000 to
£1.795m – some business
owners are concerned
that large rises could
threaten their viability.

Following merely just
above average rather
than outperforming
growth in recent years,
luxury shoe and bag
manufacturer Jimmy
Choo has put itself up
for sale. The company’s
market capitalisation is
currently over £700m.

A ‘March for Science’
took place in Amsterdam
and other cities globally
to demonstrate against
political interference
in science. Participants
claim politicians are
irrationally questioning
research that protects the
vulnerable.
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News roundup
This edition’s stories and infographics from across the globe, as well as a look at
the latest developments and issues affecting the finance profession
MTD deferred

on interest restriction, loss

contracts annually based

liabilities have been avoided

Legislation to implement

relief carry forward, an end to

on current market prices,

through the triggering of

Making Tax Digital has been

permanent ‘non-dom’ status

instead of on completion.

insolvency arrangements

deferred because of the

and the dividend allowance

The change in standards

– often with the existing

general election. Chas Roy-

reduction. Roy-Chowdhury’s

converted what would

directors or owners resuming

Chowdhury, ACCA’s head

evidence to the Treasury

have been contract profits

control afterwards. Pre-pack

of taxation, welcomed the

select committee has been

of £638,000 into a loss of

administrations were used

decision. ‘ACCA has raised

credited as being influential

£250m, reflecting the weak

in 17% of 868 schemes now

some serious concerns about

in the Treasury’s decision to

value of sterling. Deloitte

being managed by the

the implementation plan

withdraw the most complex

calculates that Premier

Pension Protection Fund,

for MTD, and we advised

elements of the Finance Bill.

League clubs also reported

said the FT. In two out of

a collective £110m of losses

three instances of pre-packs,

at [the] Treasury select
committee hearing that it

Football nets loss

after reporting profits in

the businesses were sold

be delayed until after the

Changes to accounting

previous years.

back to the previous owners

general election to ensure

standards have generated a

that there is time for full and

£312m loss for the Premier

VAT fraud on the rise

comprehensive debate,’ he

League. Under revised

Online VAT fraud is costing

Governance criticised

said. ACCA also welcomed a

standards, companies

the UK taxpayer between

British companies must

delay to proposed legislation

must report on the value of

£1bn and £1.5bn a year,

strengthen corporate

estimates the National

governance, the House

Audit Office (NAO). This

of Commons Business,

represents around 10% of

Energy and Industrial

Self-assessment income tax, national insurance and

the total VAT tax gap. The

Strategy Committee has

corporation tax have boosted HMRC’s tax receipts to £567bn

fraud is the result of retailers

concluded. Recommended

for the year to March 2017, an increase of £33bn compared

headquartered outside

improvements include

with the previous year.

the UK selling goods from

basing executive pay policy

UK operating bases to UK

on long-term incentives,

customers without charging

increasing boardroom

VAT. The NAO reports that

diversity and companies

Amazon and eBay are trying

publishing pay ratios. MPs

to educate overseas sellers

called for government to

on the rules and believe that

set a target that from 2020

lack of awareness is a major

half of all new senior and

cause of the breaches.

executive appointments

HMRC take rises

Increase in overall tax revenues 6.2%

18%

increase in
self-assessment

12%

increase in
corporation tax

or directors.

in listed companies

8%
increase in
national insurance
contributions

8

Insolvency a ‘tool’

should be women. The

Viable companies are

committee also proposed

instigating insolvency

that the Financial Reporting

procedures to shed pension

Council (FRC) adopt a

liabilities, a Financial Times

rating system for assessing

investigation alleges. It

companies’ corporate

claims that £3.8bn of pension

governance performance.
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The FRC will consider the

is led by North America and

recommendations when

has spread across developed

it revises the corporate

and emerging markets. There

governance code.

was a marked improvement
in business confidence

Third-party prep

in the UK, following the

A mere 11% of UK

government’s triggering

companies are prepared

of Brexit negotiations.

for the impact of third-party

Inflation is, though, causing

failure, despite 80% being

concern, with nearly half

dependent on outsourced

of firms globally reporting

providers. One in three UK

rising costs.

companies has had to deal
with major disruption as

Disclosures, please

a result of problems with

Investors want corporate

outsourced providers in

reports to include more

the last three years, reports

non-financial information,

Deloitte. UK businesses

according to a survey

Productivity concerns

are particularly dependent

conducted by EY. The

A new generation of technological innovation is failing to

on outsourced providers, a

firm found that 82% of

improve productivity, IMF managing director Christine Lagarde

survey by the firm reveals.

institutional investors believe

has warned. ‘In advanced economies, productivity growth has

that environmental, social

dropped to 0.3%, down from a pre-crisis average of about 1%.

Middle children CEOs

and governance (ESG) risks

This trend has also affected many emerging and developing

Middle children are 30%

have been ignored for too

countries, including China,’ she said. ‘Another decade of weak

more likely than their

long, while 89% say that a

productivity growth would seriously undermine the rise in global

siblings to rise to the top

stronger focus on ESG can

living standards.’ Solutions include encouraging innovation,

in business, according

generate sustainable returns.

R&D and enterprise; supporting global trade; integrating

to analysis conducted by

Some 81% of respondents

migrant workers; and, in Europe, facilitating corporate debt

Disney. The research looked

pay closer attention to non-

restructuring and strengthening bank balance sheets.

at the background of 550

financial disclosures because

highly successful individuals

of recent corporate non-

across 11 career paths and

compliance. The findings

adequate. The review will be

strengthen connections

noted that Bill Gates, Mark

were published in the third

chaired by former Court of

between boards and

Zuckerberg, Alan Sugar and

EY Climate Change and

Appeal Judge Christopher

workers. ‘Two keys elements

other top executives shared

Sustainability Services survey

Clarke and will include

of good governance and a

middle-child status. Oldest

of more than 320 global

former Legal & General

strong corporate culture are

siblings are more likely to

institutional investors.

Investment Management

the visibility of the leadership

CEO Peter Chambers and

team and a strong employee

FRC checks sanctions

Andrew Long, a judge

understanding of what

The Financial Reporting

who specialises in financial

that company stands for

Confidence rises

Council has commissioned

regulation.

and is aiming to achieve,’

Global business confidence

an independent review

is at its highest level since

of its sanctions regime.

Boards ‘invisible’

eShare, which carried out

the second quarter of 2015,

The review will consider

Nearly 40% of UK workers

the study for TLF Research.

the latest Global Economic

whether the reasons for

cannot name a single

‘But many boards in the UK

Conditions Survey from

imposing sanctions remain

director in their company,

are not delivering on this,

ACCA and the Institute of

appropriate, the fairness and

a survey from TLF Research

and they must do more to

Management Accountants

the effectiveness of sanctions

has shown, while 70% would

demonstrate transparency,

has found. Rising confidence

and if financial penalties are

like employee directors to

to engage better with

have careers in the limelight
in the entertainment industry.

said Alister Esam, CEO of
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their employees and to

foundation reports that its

competence and due care

accounting and outsourcing;

communicate their vision

main operational challenge

in the performance of the

by 5.3% in assurance and

more effectively.’

this year is to find new

audits’. Failures included

internal audit; and by 5.2%

premises, with the lease on

failing to deal efficiently with

in consulting and actuarial.

Foundation grows

its London headquarters

queries, flawed judgments,

The Mazars Group, based in

The IFRS Foundation

expiring in 2018.

deficiencies in understanding

Paris, grew revenues last year

and insufficient appreciation

by 10% to €1.36bn.

increased its income last
year by £3.2m to £30.6m.

GT fined by FRC

of audit risks, with a root

Operating costs were cut

Grant Thornton and its

cause being the lack of

Deloitte UK rebrands

slightly to £24.2m. A rise

retired partner Robert

professional scepticism.

Deloitte UK has launched

in voluntary contributions

Napper have been fined

Grant Thornton was fined

its ‘Deloitte Do’ branding

of £2.8m to £24m was

over the audit of AIM-listed

£3.5m, reduced to £2.275m

campaign. The firm says the

attributed mainly to

company AssetCo. Both

after discount, and was

campaign ‘will tell the story

helpful exchange rates for

admitted misconduct and

severely reprimanded.

of the firm’s impact across

payments in euros and US

admitted failings resulting

Napper was fined £200,000,

the wide breadth of services

dollars into sterling. The

from the ‘lack of professional

reduced to £130,000 after

it provides to clients’. Mark

discount, and excluded from

FitzPatrick, managing partner

membership of ICAEW for

for clients and markets at

three years. A spokesperson

Deloitte UK, added: ‘Clients

More than half of high earners would pay for robo-advice,

for Grant Thornton UK

that know us have great

according to a survey by Deloitte. The demand for investment

LLP said: ‘We have fully

loyalty, but those that don’t

robo-advice rises with income, despite it being widely seen as

co-operated with the FRC

work with us are less aware

a low-cost financial advice solution, the research finds. Trust

throughout the investigations

of what we stand for – they

was cited as being the main barrier to consumer adoption.

and regret these failings.

don’t consider us for work

Our audit quality processes

as frequently because they

have evolved significantly

don’t have a clear perception

since these audits were

of what working with Deloitte

performed in 2009 and 2010

would be like.’

High earners log on for robo-advice

15 million
consumers would
pay for robo
advice

51% of people earning
£45,000-70,000 would use a
robo-adviser for investments

30% of people earning
under £15,000 would use a
robo-adviser for investments

and we are determined in
our efforts to ensure our

KPMG Queen’s Award

work is of the highest quality.

KPMG has won the Queen’s

Given the FRC’s ongoing

Award for Enterprise for

proceedings against three

its work on social mobility.

former executives of AssetCo

Melanie Richards, vice chair

plc, in which the FRC alleges,

of KPMG UK, said: ‘Improving

amongst other things, that

social mobility has never

they acted dishonestly or

been more important than

recklessly, we are unable to

it is today. If the UK is to

comment further.’

remain competitive on the
global stage we need to

Mazars revenues up

ensure talented people

Mazars grew its UK revenues

have the opportunity to fulfil

7% in the year ending August

their potential, no matter

2016 to £149m. The firm’s

their background.’

revenues have grown 40% in

10

four years. Revenues grew

Fintech threats

last year by 11.3% in the tax

Fintech could destroy the

and financial planning service

revenue base of many UK

line; by 6.6% in advisory,

financial services firms, a PwC
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survey Redrawing the lines
concludes. The survey found
that 60% of UK financial
services firms believe
that up to 40% of their
revenue is at risk of being
lost to standalone fintech
operations. Almost half of UK
financial services firms plan
fintech acquisitions in the
next three to five years, while
more than a third expect
to invest in cybersecurity.
A fifth currently interact
with customers through
mobile apps.

Restructure queried

KPMG investigated over Rolls-Royce

The Public Accounts

KPMG’s audits of Rolls-Royce from 2010 to

is important that regulators acting in the

Committee has expressed

2013 are being investigated by the Financial

public interest should review high profile

doubts over HMRC’s capacity

Reporting Council (FRC). The decision follows

issues. We will cooperate fully with the

to manage the closure

the Serious Fraud Office’s announcement in

FRC’s investigation, which follows the SFO’s

of its local offices and

January of a deferred prosecution agreement

investigations into Rolls-Royce. We are

replace them with regional

with Rolls-Royce in relation to offences,

confident in the quality of all the audit work

centres. HMRC ‘has yet to

including conspiracy to corrupt and a failure

we have completed for Rolls-Royce, including

demonstrate that it has a

to prevent bribery. KPMG responded: ‘It

the 2010-2013 period the FRC is considering.’

realistic and affordable plan
to deliver such a radical
change to its estate, and we

US$1.3bn accounting scandal.

with six non-US accounting

International Monetary Fund.

do not believe that it needs

Both Deloitte and KPMG

firms for failing to notify it of

‘Poorly designed economic

to be based in expensive

may be unable to act as

disciplinary and regulatory

policies’ in advanced and

cities across the UK’, said the

auditor because of potential

actions taken against them in

developing economies

committee. It recommended

conflicts of interest. Toshiba’s

their home countries. Actions

are holding back the most

that HMRC ‘should compare

Westinghouse subsidiary

were taken against various

productive businesses while

the costs and benefits of

has filed for Chapter 11

member firms of EY, KPMG,

rewarding those that struggle

its chosen approach, and

bankruptcy protection,

PwC and Grant Thornton,

to survive, the IMF claimed.

the selected locations, with

undermining the financial

and included firms in

In its latest Fiscal Monitor

alternative sites’.

strength of the Toshiba

Argentina, Brazil, Colombia,

report, it said governments

group. There are concerns

South Korea and Spain. In

should concentrate on

Toshiba risks

that Toshiba could be

separate PCAOB actions, the

removing anti-competitive

Toshiba is reported to

delisted from the Tokyo Stock

former chairman and CEO of

regulation and tackle

be urgently seeking new

Exchange. PwC declined to

Deloitte Brazil and a former

tax cheating. Economies

auditors after PwC declined

comment and Toshiba did

PwC Brazil partner were

would benefit, it said, if

to sign off the corporation’s

not respond to a request.

sanctioned.

companies made decisions

over the audit from EY last

PCAOB settles

IMF: ‘Simplify tax’

of tax incentives. See also

year following regulatory

The Public Company

Tax systems should be

page 36.

sanctions on EY for failing

Accounting Oversight Board

simplified and rates cut to

to spot signs of Toshiba’s

(PCAOB) has settled actions

promote growth, says the

for business reasons instead

latest accounts. PwC took

AB

Paul Gosling, journalist
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‘The perception is
big companies are
tax dodging, but
13% of government
receipts are directly
attributable to
the country’s 100
largest companies’
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A voice for FDs
As chair of the 100 Group of finance directors, Andrew Bonfield speaks out on national
policy on behalf of business – and he has had plenty to say since the EU referendum

I

of uncertainty, with geopolitical tectonic

2016–18

plates shifting, but the recently appointed

Chair, 100 Group of top FDs

f leading the UK’s top FDs gives
Andrew Bonfield a moment’s concern,

i

employ 7% of the workforce, on salaries that

CV

are higher than the average. All told, these
members pay lots of tax (see box, page 15).

it doesn’t show. We may be in an era

‘Acting as a collective voice, rather than
individual companies, we are better placed
to explain some of the consequences, and

chairman of the 100 Group is cheerful and
constantly smiling during his interview

2010–present

so people better understand the debate,’

with AB. ‘My style is to be relaxed,’ says

CFO, National Grid

says Bonfield.

2009

Working out Brexit

CFO, Cabury

It is not a surprise, then, that government

Bonfield. ‘I have been around a while, so
not much comes along that surprises me.’
However, don’t confuse relaxed with
lack of drive. The CFO of National Grid lines

is often looking to the FDs to explain the

up his facts and arguments, and marshals

2002

practical consequences of national events

them with military precision. As his career

CFO, Bristol-Myers Squibb

and decisions. Since June 2016 the most

shows, Bonfield has a strong preference for

(based in New York)

immediate concern for the 100 Group has

marching towards the sound of cannon fire
(see CV, right).
An experienced 100 Group operator,
he took over as chair for a two-year term in

been the process by which the UK leaves the

2000

European Union.
‘How do we bring a collective voice

Executive director, finance,

around Brexit?’ asks Bonfield. ‘That is

BG Group

November 2016 but had been deputy for

an area of opportunity for us to become

a year before that, and has chaired the tax

1999

involved – 100 Group companies are going

committee for five years. His involvement

CFO of SmithKline Beecham

to be impacted significantly. What are the

reaches back to his time as financial
controller of SmithKline Beecham (now GSK)
in the 1990s, when his then boss, Hugh Collum, was in the chair.
‘At that time there was a focus on accounting standards,’ he
says. ‘I worked on, for example, impairment testing.’
Decades later and the key purpose of the 100 Group hasn’t

implications for tariffs and custom duties?
Many of us trade across Europe and we have
to understand elements such as VAT repercussions.’
Bonfield wants to ensure that business has enough lead
time for practical considerations ahead of the oncoming
changes. For instance, top FDs are mulling over the likelihood

changed. ‘It is a voice for the finance community, speaking

of London’s capital markets moving in some way after Brexit. If

out on finance policy.’ As well as the main committee, the

that were to happen, the 100 Group would be concerned about

group has four other committees, whose areas of involvement

access to finance and the cost of capital.

demonstrate neatly the common preoccupations of the finance

While Bonfield says that ‘it would have been much easier

directors of the UK’s largest quoted companies: financial

and much clearer if we hadn’t left’, he is now determined that

reporting, pensions, taxation, and investor relations and

the 100 Group will work to help create the best opportunities

markets.

possible. For instance, he points to supplier diversity

The 100 Group goes about exercising its undoubted

programmes in the US, which encourage minority-owned and

influence in a deliberate, understated manner. There is no

women-owned businesses. National Grid is signed up to these

scattergun approach to communication. The group knows

programmes but they are not allowed to operate in Europe

whom it wants to talk to, whether that is financial institutions or

under EU legislation. ‘Deregulation can happen that should

government, notably through HM Treasury. And it isn’t afraid to

benefit the wider economy. We know we won’t win every

remind those it wants to influence that it speaks for important

argument on leaving the EU but the FDs’ voice does need to

business entities. For the record, it represents companies that

continue to be heard.’
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globe. One consequence of Brexit

Acknowledging that 100 Group
companies cannot and should not
separate themselves from the broader
economy, Bonfield is aware that since
the global financial crisis there has
been a ‘significant deterioration’ in
the public’s view of business. He is
addressing these concerns as co-lead
chair of the CFO Leadership Network
for the Accounting for Sustainability
(A4S) Project, an initiative of
the Prince of Wales’s Charitable
Foundation. ‘At the end of the day,

‘Many UK CEOs are
not UK citizens.
Sterling is falling,
and if a company
pays its executives
in dollars or euros,
it looks like they
are getting a big
pay increase’

if you don’t have the trust of the
customer, your product won’t work.’
One long-running issue that can weaken trust is executive

its executives in dollars or euros, it
will look like they are getting a big
pay increase.’
He continues: ‘I am a non-exec
director [at multinational retailer
Kingfisher] on a remuneration
committee, and we all understand the
problem. But there are other voices
in the debate that aren’t necessarily
heard. Why is it that pay increased
substantially in the UK in the early
2000s? Partly it was due to the private
equity boom, where people were

being attracted out of big companies into PEs, where they

compensation (see also pages 18–19). Bonfield worked at

could make a lot more money. There is no simple solution and

SmithKline Beecham in the late 1990s when the chief executive,

we have to be thoughtful. We need to find the right balance

Jan Leschly – who is Danish – became Britain’s highest-paid

and show the benefit of paying those sums.’

boss. ‘This has been an issue in the UK for a long time,’ he

14

is sterling falling. If a company pays

He points out that tenure for a CEO is on average under

says. ‘A significant number of UK chief executives are not UK

five years. ‘If you have compensation that lasts beyond five

citizens … a big multinational hires in people from around the

years, then the guy is never going to pick it up.’ Payment for
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Corporate contributions
Data is a good way for the 100 Group to make its case.
That is why, for the past 12 years, it has run the Total Tax
Contribution survey, which aims to show how top companies
and their employees are filling the coffers of the Exchequer.
‘The perception is that big companies are all just
tax dodging,’ says Bonfield. ‘That’s not true – 13% of
government receipts are directly attributable to the
100 largest companies in the country.’ That means the
companies bear the burden directly – in the form of
corporation tax – or collect taxes, principally VAT and
employees’ national insurance. ‘For every £1 of corporation
tax, we pay £4 of other taxes. The burden has gone up.

Corporate contributions

That is not generally known – there is just a focus on a
headline figure. So it is important that our voice is heard in
the debate. It is now recognised that it is not UK companies
doing funny things offshore. A lot of activity [around tax
planning] is driven by the US tax system.’
As pensions remain a burden for corporates, with much
legislation in recent years, they are a permanent item on
the agenda of the 100 Group. Bonfield is predicting more
activity in the wake of the collapse of retailer BHS, while
Brexit too looks set to have implications for pensions.
The 100 Group also maintains an interest in accounting
standards but acknowledges it is just one voice among
many, since standard-setting has gone global. Changes

failure rather than performance also causes controversy, and

continue, such as the creation of viability statements.

Bonfield says this is an area of governance where boards could

‘How you measure financial risks and put boundaries

take a stricter line. In general, the 100 Group is focused on how

around them is interesting,’ Bonfield says. ‘Most of us don’t

executive remuneration is reported.

have good capability around this so there are lessons to
be learned. But the three- to five-year view of most viability

Incremental value

statements is quite narrow. FTSE 100 companies won’t have

At National Grid, the more immediate challenge for Bonfield is

an issue that goes to the heart of their viability in that time.’

increasing competition in the energy sector on both sides of the

The 100 Group is a significant user of London’s capital

Atlantic. ‘We need to build more business partnering capability.

markets, which provide a deep pool of services, helping to

That is how the world is changing,’ he says. ‘At the moment

control the cost of capital for companies. Not surprisingly, it

the finance team can add the most incremental value through

is anxious to ensure that liquidity remains on tap.

financing – National Grid is the UK’s largest issuer of debt – but
in the future, value will also come by working on commercial
areas such as competitive transmission projects.
‘The biggest issue we all have is that, while we go through

Bonfield sees leading FDs as having a key role to play here
and is determined that the 100 Group will remain relevant. ‘As

Brexit uncertainty, it is hard to make investment decisions

CFOs we find significant common ground with other CFOs,’ he

– the biggest risk is we’re going through a two-year pause.

says. ‘We work across all the important parts of the business.

Implications will be felt in five to 10 years.’ To mitigate this, he

And we all want to leave our businesses in a better condition

is looking to the government to push on with infrastructure

than when we started. We need to articulate that vision and

projects. ‘All 100 Group FDs make decisions for the long term,

view from a finance perspective.’

AB

and for that we need a stable economic environment and a
stable tax base.’

Peter Williams, journalist
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81%

The view from
Lisa Thompson FCCA, managing director, Timewise
Foundation and Blue Acorns, and aspiring sci-fi writer

of institutional investors say

companies do not adequately disclose

I became an accountant

both my commercial and

nonfinancial risks that could affect

more by accident than

financial skills.

their business. Source: EY

design. Like many people

Next cuts CEO’s pay
Next CEO Lord Wolfson has had

leaving school I didn’t really

Starting a family

know what I wanted to do;

encouraged me to take

after taking A levels in maths

my career in a different

and economics I studied for

direction. In 2012 I used my

a degree in accounting and

corporate experience to

financial management at the University

launch Blue Acorns. We help start-up

of Essex.

and growing businesses by freeing up
their most precious commodity: time.

his pay cut by 55%, following poor
trading results. Profits at the company

My heart was in the business world,

dropped last year by 5.5% to £790m.

and numbers were my way in. I knew

In 2015 I added the Timewise

Its remuneration committee said

I wanted to work in a commercial

Foundation to my portfolio: a social

that Wolfson’s ‘significant’ pay cut

role and joined the London Metal

enterprise that helps businesses

from £4.3m to £1.8m reflected the

Exchange, where I started studying for

to unlock the benefits of flexible

company’s financial performance.

the ACCA Qualification. It stood out

hiring. Today I am a director of

Caroline Goodall, chairman of the

in terms of offering both practical and

both businesses – and enjoying

remuneration committee, said:

international opportunities.

the challenge. As well as business
development and working with clients,

‘As outlined in our strategic report
it has been a challenging year

I thrived on the combination of

my roles cover HR, IT, operational

for Next and the remuneration

finance and international business.

systems and commercial growth.

outcomes for the directors have

After moving to Saatchi & Saatchi,

reflected this.’

I progressed to being financial

I’ve proved that you don’t need to plan

controller for Europe, working across

your career path at 18. Through hard

15 markets, which provided a fantastic

work and embracing opportunities, I

Nearly 8% of shareholders voted

opportunity, working with so many

have got to a place I love. The first part

against the move of Aidan Heavey

different cultures and really developing

of my career has set me up for part two;

Tullow challenged
from CEO to chairman of Tullow Oil,

as my second career continues to unfold,

in breach of the Financial Reporting

I’m excited about how much more there

Council’s corporate governance code.

is to learn. It is incredibly rewarding to

Royal London led an investors’ revolt.

put my corporate skills to use doing

Tullow’s remuneration report was

something I’m passionate about:

opposed by 15.6% of shareholders.
Heavey will continue to receive the
same remuneration and benefits for
six months following stepping down
as CEO at the end of April. He was
paid €3.41m last year. Tullow Oil
reported an after-tax loss of $597m loss
for 2016.

It is incredibly
rewarding to put
my corporate
skills to use doing
something I’m
passionate about

creating opportunities for people to find
the flexibility they need in their careers.
Outside of work, my family is my
passion. My two children inevitably
take up much of my time. I also love
science fiction; one day I may even
complete the book I started writing
several years ago!

16
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Investor revolt
In uncertain times, protests on pay often reflect wider fears about a company’s future.
Financial reporting that addresses concerns can help to avoid ugly scenes at the AGM

18

Executive remuneration remains

10% or more against the remuneration

under management) were prepared to

a potential flashpoint in investor

report in the ASX 100, following a

vote against a company that exhibited

relations, with ‘say on pay’ mechanisms

similarly difficult UK season earlier

poor pay-management practices.

providing a means for investors to

that year. A recent global survey of

register dissatisfaction with corporate

institutional investors by corporate

pay? Basically, performance – and,

performance. In the 2016 Australian

governance consultants Morrow

in the UK, the public’s perception of

AGM season, for example, there were

Sodali found that all respondents

inequality, a sentiment fuelled often

eight first strikes and 17 no-votes of

(representing US$24 trillion of assets

by the media. In an uncertain climate,

So what’s behind protests on
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investors in particular are demanding

*

Join the dots. Much of the

– have the potential to undermine

commentary around remuneration

confidence in management’s

performance is measured and how it

involves complaints about unclear,

understanding of the environment

contributes to shareholder returns. Many

incomplete or inconsistent

and of the business itself. The same

of the companies subject to no-votes in

information. Investors never consider

applies to remuneration. Where

2016 operate in sectors facing significant

the remuneration report alone.

significant changes to remuneration

uncertainty, particularly those from the

Despite this, companies often

are being considered, or where

financial services and resource sectors.

produce remuneration reports in

outcomes are on track to vary from

The stated motivation for the protests is,

isolation from other communications.

previous years, or from this year’s

better explanations of how management

Disclosure of performance

almost invariably, concern that executive

results, early engagement with

pay did not reflect poor or uncertain

measures and links to shareholder

investors and proxy advisers can be

corporate performance.

value in the remuneration report

helpful to head concerns off at the

should be in lockstep with the risk

pass. For companies that struggle

A no-vote is a shot across the bows

and strategy discussions in investor

to get the full attention of market

of the board by disgruntled investors.

briefings and the annual report.

commentators and investors – for

It generally reflects a broader

A complete and consistent story

example, many small caps and recent

dissatisfaction with management or

reassures the market that the board

IPOs – telling a clear and consistent

the board; remuneration structures and

and management actually know what

outcomes that might sail through other

they are doing.

It’s often not about remuneration.

story becomes even more critical.

*

Lead from the top. Many companies

AGMs become a concern. Of the eight

Demonstrating how non-

first strikes in the ASX 100, seven were

financial measures of performance

binding together a set of disparately

against the background of poor share

contribute to shareholder value is a

produced ‘chapters’ without any

price performance, recent scandals or

particularly thorny issue. Investors

attempt to meld them into a

concerns about the company’s ability to

are wary of the potential for loosely

consistent story. The root cause of this

deliver future results.

defined measures to act as a means

is usually structural: each functional

of delivering risk-free virtual pay

area produces its own material, and

Culture and risk

rises. Specifics about the calculation

the owners may resist attempts by

Concerns around corporate culture

and measurement of non-financial

investor relations, corporate affairs or

and risk management often underpin

performance may be particularly

other functions to encroach on their

investor dissatisfaction. Boards may be

warranted where such measures

territory.Intervention by the CFO,

seen as passive or complacent, unwilling

are new, linked to a substantial

CEO or the board is almost always

to hold senior management to account.

proportion of potential earnings, or

Where pay outcomes do not match

otherwise contentious.

performance or where pay has grown
substantially, investors may conclude that

*

Take all year. Ongoing engagement is
critical. Surprises – even positive ones

produce the annual report by

required for this situation to change.

*

What’s needed – not what’s required.
Despite the sensitivity of the topic,
the remuneration report is frequently

the board is hostage to management

treated as a compliance exercise.

on pay issues – and may well be similarly

What’s more, it’s often the only

incapacitated on issues of culture and
risk management.
At the same time, there is a strong
vein of cynicism about the inclusion of
non-financial performance measures
in executive pay. These are sometimes
seen as low-risk and therefore a means of
rewarding management for simply doing
their job.
There are a number of lessons for
management in bringing shareholders
along with them:

Many annual
reports are a set
of disparately
produced ‘chapters’
bound together,
with no attempt to
meld them into a
consistent story

communication with the market on
executive pay. Put yourself in the
shoes of your investors. Consider
what information they are likely to ask
for – or even better, ask them what it
is they want to know. Aim to weave
that information into a clear and
consistent story, and any complianceled detail that isn’t of interest can be
filled in if necessary.
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Vanessa Richards, journalist
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HR for fledglings
It’s all too easy to put off the business of HR when you’re trying to keep a startup or
small business afloat, but you do so at your peril. David Mellard offers some top tips
Running a small business is hard work.

Together with the employment
contract, HR policies form part

processes for disciplinary, performance

tea-maker it is common for HR stuff to

of your employee’s written terms

and grievance issues.

be forgotten. But you can’t afford to

of employment. This should

Having a handbook with these

ignore it, as you leave yourself open to

processes set out and shared with your

the risk of upsetting or inconveniencing

employees means that not only do you

your staff and, in the worst cases,
to nasty claims at an employment
tribunal. Sorting the HR basics now will
save you time, money and hassle in the
longer term.
First off, when setting up contracts
for your staff – not optional – you
need to define their employment
status correctly: are they an employee
or contractor? Employment status
is complicated, as it falls between

‘You can leave
yourself open to the
risk of upsetting
your staff and, in
the worst cases,
to nasty claims at
an employment
tribunal’

employment law and tax law. You will

have a good foundation for managing
your employees within the law, you also
mitigate the risk of being taken to an
employment tribunal. You need to get
these policies in place as a foundation,
and it’s worth the investment, as a
good document will apply to the whole
organisation and should last until any
big changes take place.

Pensions planning
All organisations (even those that

have to pay up-front for these contracts

20

employment is terminated, and the

When you are the CEO, IT fixer and

only employ one person) must make

to be developed accurately, but once

include benefits such as pensions

a workplace pension available. Most

you have a template of your company’s

that your employees are entitled

small organisations will have their

terms and conditions, you may be able

to, arrangements for when they

staging date for auto-enrolment in 2017.

to use these for future employees.

are sick, what happens when

Check the Pension Regulator website
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(thepensionsregulator.gov.uk) using your
PAYE code.
It is advisable to start planning at
least six months ahead to make sure

Compliance checklist

*

you’re compliant with all processes,
can integrate with payroll and can talk
to employees about what to expect.

legislation and tax law.

*

It’s also important to understand the
different employer contribution levels
(particularly if employees work on
commission) and how employees can
choose to opt out. Companies can be
fined for missing their staging date or

HR contracts This is key for employees and consultants. Make sure you get
employment status correct and remember this differs as between employment
HR policy handbook This is important for covering the detail. Make sure you are
compliant and give your team clarity on what you expect from them and what
they can expect from you.

*
*
*

Pension Your start date is likely to be this year. Check it online using your PAYE
code now.
Flexible working Don’t be caught out. Consider all requests and decide promptly.
Shared Parental Leave Include this provision in your HR policies and consider
how you would accommodate requests.

for non-compliance. The government
has provided a free pension provider,
NEST (bit.ly/nestpensionguide), which is

discontinuous blocks, it will take careful

working, job-sharing, a career break or

a good option for smaller businesses.

business planning.

compressed hours on a temporary or

The basics of the legislation are

permanent basis.

Parental leave

explained at bit.ly/spl-keyfacts. Make

It’s also important to understand

sure your staff handbook has reference

request, but you must consider it,

the new(ish) Shared Parental Leave

to this policy and your employees know

discuss it with them and make a decision

legislation. Despite being very

what they are entitled to.

promptly. You can reject requests for

You don’t have to approve their

business reasons (see a full list at bit.ly/

important for society, this legislation has

Flexible working

flexibleworkingrequests), but remember

All employees with 26 weeks’ service

to explain your decision fully and

leave and pay when their child is

have the statutory right to request

wherever possible try to accommodate

born, or if they adopt. It can be taken

flexible working. In practice this

requests if they are reasonable.

separately or simultaneously and in

means they can request a change to

continuous or discontinuous blocks.

their working hours, term-time hours

David Mellard, CEO and founder of

If employees request to take this in

or place of work, or request remote

Bedrock HR, www.bedrockhr.co.uk

a reputation for being complex.
It allows parents to share statutory
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Global approach
Meeting members and stakeholders around the world enables the executive team to
strengthen ACCA’s reputation as trusted advisers, says ACCA president Brian McEnery
It has been a busy few months for the
ACCA Council and executive team,
as we spend time working with our
markets around the world to shape
our perspective and activity. Alongside
my day job, I have been travelling
extensively to meet hundreds – if
not thousands – of ACCA members,
students and stakeholders.
I’ve spent time in Pakistan,
Singapore, Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda,
the UK and China. Soon I’ll be visiting
Canada and Guyana.
It’s been a whirlwind of learning,
experience and forging relationships.
My main reason for market visits is,
of course, to meet with members.
So many of you have been generous
enough to share local insights, which
helps me to continue to work for you.
It’s my discussions with all of you that
allow me to speak on your behalf – so
thank you to the many of you who
have hosted me and helped steer
my leadership of ACCA over the past
few months.
I’ve also been giving out awards

authority that we have around the world

perspective remains truly global. I need

marks on their ACCA papers and to

to be aware of the local movements

ACCA-qualified professionals who are

and dialogues within which ACCA can

also produced a series of webinars,

excelling in their careers and giving

be situated. It also allows me and the

giving an overview of strategic progress

back to the profession.

ACCA executive team to have a broad

from the last few months and to answer

view of the economy and environment

your questions. If you weren’t able to

consultation with local stakeholders,

as a whole; we can see and act on

make these live, you can still watch them

including employers, regulators

trends and opportunities that span

at bit.ly/ACCA-councilweb.

and government officials. In all

several countries, such as the China-

our markets, we look for local

Pakistan Economic Corridor or the One

that my travels have been valuable to

relationships that can strengthen

Belt, One Road initiative.

many of you as well!

Each visit usually involves some

ACCA’s position, ensure that your

24

I travel around to ensure that my

to students who achieve exceptional

as trusted advisers.
My fellow Council members have

I hope that you find these useful and
AB

I have met with so many inspiring

Qualification is respected and

ACCA professionals throughout my

Brian McEnery is a partner specialising

open doors for ACCA members to

term, but particularly over the last three

in corporate restructuring and

local opportunities.

months. It has really demonstrated the

healthcare consulting at BDO Ireland
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Living by numbers
Professional accountancy is not for wimps. Drawing on her many years
of experience, Alison Thomas offers some light-hearted advice

Q

There is a huge focus on KPIs

is not always that precise. Is it time for

these days, but I’m not always

me to retrain as a dog walker?

comfortable discussing the nonfinancials. What can I do?

A

A

Accountants have tried to tackle this
problem, typically by proposing that we

Dog walking is a noble profession,

report the range of possible outcomes

but I am not sure it is the right time

for key lines of a financial report. Take

to abandon your first career choice.

a look at ACCA’s report Confidence

In fact, I would go further. Frankly, I

Accounting at bit.ly/ACCA-Confidence

KPIs. Maybe I should get a life. But

can’t imagine a better time to be an

for some thoughts on this challenge.

this is important stuff – something that

accountant. One of the reasons why

makes a real difference to the efficient

the world is in such a pickle is that we

allocation of the scarce resources of our

don’t have enough accountants in

nations. And yet, it remains a topic that

charge. Resource scarcity. Intangibles.

the profession has still to nail down.

Let accountants start measuring and

There is little more likely to get
my blood pressure soaring than

So why are KPIs so important?

non-financials) for some companies
are more closely followed by investors
than GAAP numbers. Add to that the
frequent link between these numbers
and management pay, and you can see
why this gets the pulse racing.
You are right – accountants need
to take control. Are the non-financial
numbers calculated appropriately?
Are the numbers sufficiently reliable?

Am I alone in fearing that
regulators will use Brexit as an

excuse to move back to UK GAAP?
However you voted, now is not
the time to sit on the sidelines

First, they move markets. Non-GAAP
numbers (both adjusted financials and

Q
A

whining. We have to come together and

Let accountants
start measuring
and managing
all the assets
important to longterm prosperity,
and the world will
be a better place

However, I am not sure that accountants

ensure that our choices make sense in
the long term. The debate must not be
dominated by the loudest voices, but by
reason and sound evidence.
Moving back to UK GAAP? Nooo!
Please save us from any such madness.
We can’t afford to retreat, clutching a
scrunched-up Union Jack. We need
to be open for global trade – and that
means global reporting standards.
Does that mean that I think IFRS is the
best thing since sliced bread? Of course

can tackle some of the more outrageous

not. The standards have their flaws,

management practices in this area

managing the full range of assets that are

some pretty challenging. But let’s not

without help. This demands a united

important to our long-term prosperity,

throw the baby out with the bath water. I

front: investors must challenge bad

and the world will be a better place.

would rather see us work with the IASB to

Of course, not everything in the

identify and rectify issues than go it alone.

behaviour, and regulators prod things in
the right direction.
So how might you help re-establish

accounting garden is rosy. Your point

The period of uncertainty that we

about the spurious precision of a single

face is scary, but so are the interest

sanity in this area of reporting? I would

value is well made. Frankly, I am in

groups dominating the various debates.

suggest you take a look at the resources

two minds about this one. The upside

It doesn’t have to be that way. Stand up

on the ACCA website, including the KPI

of a single value is that it allows the

and be counted!

training module: bit.ly/ACCA-KPI.

accountant to communicate performance

Let me know how you get on.

Q

I don’t agree with the way that
accounting is heading. It tries to

come to a single value when the world

in an easy-to-digest fashion. The
problem, however, is that a single value
can offer false security, suggesting the
reported number is somehow ‘right’ –
clearly not ideal.

AB

Alison Thomas, consultant
Raise the issues
Contact us with your concerns at
abeditor@accaglobal.com
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Nothing to hide
Compiling a financial report means treading a fine line between information overload
and the omission of crucial facts. It’s all a question of materiality, writes Jane Fuller
Clearly this can lead to

Nowhere is the tension between the
demand for additional information

consideration of a multitude of sins.

and the demand for conciseness

The US Securities and Exchange

more visible than in the discussion

Commission’s Staff Accounting Bulletin

of materiality. IFRS Standards define

No. 99 is eloquent on the subject of

the concept as follows: ‘Information

when small mis-statements might be

is material if omitting it or mis-stating

material. It includes a number of points

it could influence decisions that

linked to management motivation: are

users make on the basis of financial

management trying to hide a failure to

information about a specific

meet earnings expectations? Are they

reporting entity.’

close to a trigger point for bonuses?

This approach is in line with the view

Might they be afraid of breaching a

of investors, but investors also complain

regulation or loan covenant?

about clutter in company reports.

Context clearly matters, and it is

This presents those who prepare the

a forward-looking view that matters

corporate accounts with two main

most. So a large writedown (material

problems: they must put themselves in

by any standards) in the value of an

someone else’s shoes and they must not

asset acquired years ago may not

respond simply by disclosing a torrent

be as relevant to investors as a small

of increasingly irrelevant information.

change in the performance of a

Most published measures of

business on which the company’s future

materiality focus on a crude threshold,

growth depends.

such as 5% of pretax profits. But

The increasing use of estimates in

standard setters on both sides of the

corporate financial statements does

Atlantic have rightly eschewed drawing

not make the task any easier, either

a quantitative line. So management is

for management or for the auditors

forced to pay attention to qualitative

scrutinising their judgments.

criteria and to exercise judgment. And

management will do better to include

own company, rather than to sector or

rather than exclude the information.

market generalities.
One example of a qualitative
issue is stewardship, which is covered
in the International Accounting
Standards Board’s work on a new
practice statement, Application of
Materiality to Financial Statements. This
acknowledges that investors have views
on how a company should be managed,
and might change their minds about
buying, selling or holding shares or
bonds on that basis.

26

If in doubt about materiality,

all measures must be related to their

Standard setters
have eschewed a
quantitative line, so
management has
to pay attention
to qualitative
criteria and to
exercise judgment

No one will forgive them for saying
that they thought about mentioning
something that with hindsight looked
like a red flag, but were more concerned
about trimming the annual report.
Indeed, no one will believe that was the
real reason for the omission.

AB

Jane Fuller is a fellow of CFA UK
and serves on the Audit and Assurance
Council of the Financial Reporting
Council
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Breathing space
This month’s general election has delayed the rollout of Making Tax Digital, but it
won’t change HMRC’s desire to place the burden on advisers, says Peter Williams
Making Tax Digital (MTD) is going

and reorganisations – such as reshaping

to happen, whatever the hue of the

the way it manages its property

next government. As far as the tax

portfolio – are designed to save £83m

authorities are concerned, digital

by 2025–26. MTD is another obvious

transformation is about policy and

tactic in trimming government costs.

process, not about politics. The

That may mean putting work – and

general election may have removed

crucially, responsibility – onto taxpayers

MTD clauses from this summer’s

and advisers but, as far as HMRC is

truncated Finance Act but they will

concerned, this would be nothing to

return in some form (see also technical

lose sleep over.
The pause created by the general

guidance on page 56).
Three key reasons dictate why MTD

election might kick the digital can down

will happen. First, HMRC is convinced

the road a year or two, but don’t bank

that moving online is the only way to

on the project disappearing. Instead,

operate in the 21st century. The tax

tax advisers might use the breathing

authorities look at the enthusiasm

space to think about what MTD will

with which businesses and consumers

mean for their business.

have embraced digital over the past

HMRC’s vision for digital doesn’t

decade and reckon there is no obstacle

include third-party agents. While the

to following suit. Outraged cries from

department does not explicitly say so

bodies such as ACCA over MTD’s hows,

in this implementation period, as far

whys and whens have not quite fallen

as HMRC is concerned, once up and

on deaf ears, but they are certainly

running, businesses should be doing

nothing unexpected and don’t trouble

digital for themselves.

the people running HMRC.

Tax advisers are being pushed

Second, government wants

to the margins by HMRC as it strives

to increase the tax take. The tax

to ensure its online services are as

authorities calculate that more than

intuitive to operate as a bank account.

£8bn a year in tax is lost from what

Tax professionals may argue that their

HMRC calls ‘avoidable taxpayer

expertise and knowledge remain

errors’. Even those who use professional
help get it wrong. Finding and sorting
out those mistakes costs HMRC
time and money. It is banking on
digital to cut that tax gap, allowing
it to concentrate on the minority of
taxpayers who try to wriggle away from
their obligations. Whether or not that
£8bn figure sounds right, no politician
will ignore it.
Third, government needs to cut its
running costs. HMRC is no exception,

HMRC’s vision
for digital doesn’t
include third-party
agents. As far as
it is concerned,
businesses should
be doing digital for
themselves

indispensable to British businesses.
But plenty of others have argued the
same, only to find their business model
swept away forever by an unstoppable
digital tide.

AB

Peter Williams is an accountant and
journalist
More information
For more on Making Tax Digital, see
Technical Update, page 52
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Enough is enough
Exasperated by an insanely complex tax system, people are putting their trust in
accountants and international cooperation on business tax, says Robert Bruce
Pitch invasion

At precisely the same time that the

Listen to Robert Bruce’s views on
recent HMRC scrutiny of football’s tax
affairs at accaglobal.com/ab/podcasts

UK general election was called, the
House of Commons’ Treasury select
committee was meeting. As the news
of the snap election filtered through

The zeitgeist seems to be with

the proceedings, they were in the
midst of a discussion of a range of

him. Just before this a report had

controversial tax measures that had

been published revealing the results

been announced in the Finance Bill

of a survey that, for the first time,

following the Budget.

had polled people right across the

And so it was that ACCA’s head of

G20 countries about public trust and

tax, Chas Roy-Chowdhury, appearing

their views on taxation (see page 36).

before the committee at that point, was

The overall conclusion was exactly

the man who had the last word before

the same as what anyone listening to

parliament started to fold its tents and

the committee’s proceedings would

go into election mode.

have come to. ‘People want their

It was hugely appropriate. The

governments to cooperate for a more

morning’s discussions were largely

coherent international tax system; they

about tax measures that had turned

trust professionals but have developed

out, with due consideration, to be either

a deep distrust of politicians when it

nonsense or close to nonsense. The

comes to tax,’ it reported.

committee was trying to identify why the

The G20 public trust in tax survey

tax system was so complex and so often

was carried out under the auspices of

proved ineffective in its purpose.

ACCA, IFAC (the global accounting

The inimitable Roy-Chowdhury

partner in Australia and New Zealand).

told the assembled MPs, ‘hideous’. He

Some 7,600 people took part. Not

pointed to the 776 pages of this year’s

surprisingly they took the view that

Finance Bill, much of which will be lost

the people who knew about tax

due to the election. But his point was

(accountants and tax professionals) had

the lack of scrutiny. The 2015 Finance

a better idea about what constituted

Bill, of a similar length, had, he pointed

a sensible tax system than the people

out, been nodded through the House

who do not – the politicians.

of Commons in ‘two to three hours’. He
made much of the insane complexity of
the tax system: ‘At one end we have the
Office of Tax Simplification simplifying
the system, and at the other end the
government trying to make the tax
regime as complex as possible.’ For him
‘enough is enough’, and it is time to try
and bring an end to all of this.

28

body) and CA ANZ (ACCA’s strategic

was in his element. The system was, he

‘People trust
professionals but
have developed a
deep distrust of
politicians when it
comes to tax’

Who to trust?
It is a global problem. Of the people
surveyed, 57% said they trusted or
highly trusted professional accountants
when it came to the tax system, whereas
67% said they distrust or highly distrust
politicians on the same issue. Probably
more important than either of those
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figures was the finding that 58% of

Tax more a compliance than an ethical issue

those surveyed believed ‘the work of

There was a surprise in the G20 public trust in tax survey when it came to the

professional accountants is contributing

question of whether tax should be paid because it was morally right to do so, or

to more efficient tax systems’. The

whether it was simply a matter of complying with the regulations: 73% of people

figures indicate that accountants are

saw it as a matter of laws and regulations. This, said the report, highlighted ‘the

seen as helping make tax systems more

importance of governments setting clear expectations for how much tax is paid and

effective and fairer.

by whom, and earning the public’s trust in the tax system’.

This is important. As another
exchange in the Treasury committee
hearing showed, the politicians took

And there was another divergence

what is uppermost in the minds of

another view. They felt accountants

from what politicians often want. They

the public is a desire for countries to

could not be trusted because they

tend to argue that countries should

collaborate in creating a more coherent

made a good living out of the business

compete for business by lowering

international tax system. It may be

that came their way as a result of the

corporate tax rates. Competition

that people have at last raised their

complexity of the tax system. The

between tax jurisdictions is very much

eyes from the squabbles over global

public, according to the survey, take the

a theme of our age. But the survey

companies shifting their tax bases from

opposite view, although, to be fair, the

suggests the public want something

country to country and want reform of

survey showed that fewer people in the

subtler and probably more useful: 73%

the global tax system itself.

UK, for example, took such a view, while

thought it important or very important

people in France, Germany and Russia

for countries to cooperate with each

Robert Bruce is an accountancy

had a negative view of the profession.

other on tax policy. This suggests that

commentator and journalist

AB
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Net profit
Wimbledon is relying on time-honoured
methods to finance improvements as
the four tennis grand slams slug it out
to attract all-important broadcasters

Great Britain’s Andy Murray celebrates his second
Wimbledon win in July 2016. After his victory in the men’s
singles final, Murray took home £2m in prize money

N

but behind the old-world façade of the All England Lawn

2007, which also enabled the necessary redevelopment of

Tennis Club (AELTC), big changes are afoot to ensure the

the site. It worked so well that the club launched a similar

tournament keeps up with the times, not to mention the

debenture plan in April 2016 to finance the installation of a

other tennis grand slams – Australia, France and the US.

new roof over No 1 Court, due for completion in 2019. It has

ext month, from 3 to 16 July, the biggest fixture in
world tennis will take place: the global phenomenon
that is Wimbledon. It may be steeped in tradition,

Competition among the four tournaments is every bit as

including an additional 900 seats, which will bring total

court. Each slam claims to be the best, and all say they offer

capacity for the court to 12,400 spectators.

spectators the best tennis. The fierce rivalry erupts seemingly

For the No 1 Court improvement programme, 1,000

over anything and everything, from spectator numbers to

new debentures were put on sale at £31,000 each, covering

sliding roofs, social media, television ratings and prize money.

the period from 2017 to 2021. They were over-subscribed,

In short, all of the slams are terrified of being left behind.

revealing yet again the financial power of the tournament.

Improvements at Wimbledon – the most traditional of

30

already raised the £25m (before expenses) for improvements,

ferocious commercially as it is for the players competing on

The debenture ‘super-tickets’ guarantee investors a

the four tournaments – include the addition in 2009 of a

show-court seat every day of the championships for five years.

3,000-tonne retractable roof on Centre Court. At an estimated

They are also the only tickets that can be legally traded –

cost of £100m, making the 1920s arena weatherproof didn’t

potentially for big sums. Pairs of tickets for last year’s men’s

come cheap. The AELTC is a private members’ club and raised

quarter-finals on No 1 Court, the most valuable tickets that

the required funds for the roof through a debenture sale in

debenture holders can sell, were on offer for £2,500. The
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most recent debenture resale prices
have averaged at £18,600.
Debentures have long been
used by the AELTC to finance its
capital expenditure. They were first
issued by the club in 1920, for the
purchase and development of its
present site, and to help meet the
cost of building Centre Court.
Discussing the latest issue,
Richard Atkinson, the AELTC’s
finance director, said: ‘From
the launch, all indications have

the facilities at Melbourne Park,
home of the Australian Open, has

Retractable
roofs guarantee
broadcasters live
tennis whatever
the weather,
demonstrating how
vital these revenues
have become to the
modern game

been competed, including 1,500
additional stadium seats and a fully
retractable roof for the Margaret
Court Arena.
Three of the principal courts in
Melbourne now have retractable
roofs to avoid the interruption
of play due to extreme weather.
This has been an issue in recent
years – but not so much because
of rain, as might be expected in

suggested keen interest.

London or Paris. In Melbourne, high

‘We had hoped existing

temperatures – often above 40C

debenture holders would apply for the issue – they were first

at the Australian Open, with ball boys fainting, and players

in line, as the offer was oversubscribed – as happened with

complaining of heat exhaustion and dehydration – are the

the last issue of Centre Court debentures. But we are also

main reason for closing a roof in summer.

happy to have welcomed new holders, whose enjoyment of
Wimbledon will be taken to a new level.’
In 2015, Wimbledon refurbished two buildings at a cost
of £15.2m and negotiated new TV broadcast contracts in
Australia, Japan, Russia, Africa and Belgium. In a multi-year

As at Wimbledon, retractable roofs also guarantee
broadcasters live tennis matches whatever the weather,
demonstrating just how vital broadcasting revenues have
become to the modern game.
It is estimated that such revenues at Wimbledon generate

sponsorship deal, Jaguar Land Rover became the official car

in the region of £80m-£90m a year. Certainly more than half

of the championships.

of the tournament’s turnover comes from a small number of

Latest available accounts for the year to July 2015 showed
an increase in revenues at the AELTC to £166.9m, up from

broadcast markets, especially in the UK and US.
Given the huge numbers at play, there is little wonder

£154.9m in the previous year. Operating profit rose to £41.1m

that Wimbledon and the Australian and French Opens are

(£37.7m in 2014), and a surplus from the championships

looking to improve their infrastructure in order to satisfy their

increased to £37m (£35m in 2014).

extremely important paymasters. Love all.

AB

But Wimbledon isn’t alone – all of the grand slams
have experienced similar growth and have revealed equally

Alex Miller, journalist

ambitious modernisation plans.

Vive le French Open

Wimbledon by numbers

The French Tennis Federation has drawn up a comprehensive

12 official suppliers, including Rolex

project to modernise the Roland-Garros stadium, home of

and IBM

the French Open. The stadium will be extended in a way that

54,250 balls used during a tournament

respects its surroundings, especially the adjoining botanical

2,772kg bananas eaten by players

gardens, the Jardin des Serres d’Auteuil.

139,435 portions of strawberries sold
493,928 total

Plans for the stadium also include covering the central
Philippe-Chatrier Court – which seats 15,000 – with
a retractable roof, which can be closed in around 15
minutes. The completion date for the ambitious project
has been pushed back to 2020.
Underneath the roof, the stadium will itself be
redesigned with new, more comfortable stands and new areas
for players, media and sponsorship partners.
Meanwhile in Australia, the first stage of renovations of

£2.2m

139,435

attendance
£2.2m prize money for
winner of the men’s
and ladies’ singles
final up from £2m in 2016

662 matches during the
fortnight

54,
250
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Cyber-savvy boards
With boards and finance teams notably lacking in digital skills, the rapid growth in
cyber attacks makes tech upskilling at senior and finance levels increasingly urgent

C

ybersecurity is an issue of mounting

The February 2017 Deloitte cyber reporting

importance. More and more companies find

survey exposes the reality of the situation that

themselves at the mercy of unscrupulous

individuals and organisations that use digital

most companies currently find themselves in:
just 5% of FTSE 100 boards have a director
who has direct specialist cybersecurity

wizardry to wreak havoc on businesses ill-

expertise. ‘In the light of so many cyber

equipped to cope.

events in the news, corporate boardrooms

It’s not a new problem, but the sheer
scale of the issue means that company

are beginning to understand the

executives and boardrooms must evolve

complexities and reputational risks

if they are to be diligent to the needs of

they face,’ says Dominic Cockram, a

shareholders.

partner with Deloitte-owned reputation
management firm Regester Larkin.

A brief look back at 2016 offers
an alarming reminder of the world we

‘However, for some there is still no

now operate in. There was a huge,

clear “owner”.’
For the finance professional, all of

CPD

coordinated attack on the Swift banking

this is a concern, not least because as

network and a surge in ransomware (where

guardians of the corporate purse strings,

sensitive data is compromised, and a ransom

CFOs and their teams are prime targets

must be paid for things to be put back as they
were). Yahoo confirmed that the emails, usernames

for a growing underworld of hackers,

and passwords of 500 million of its users had been

phishers and scammers. Last year, the US

compromised in a 2014 attack, and that a billion had been
hit in an attack in 2013. And most relevant of all to AB readers

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) sought to
raise awareness of BEC scams with the announcement

was the report that a CFO at €3bn-revenue German cable

of a 1,300% increase in BEC scams since January 2015 and

manufacturer Leoni had been tricked into transferring €40m

that US$3.1bn had been defrauded between 2013 and 2015,

into an unknown bank account because of a business-email

affecting 22,000 companies around the world.

compromise (BEC) scam. The company share price fell 5% on
the back of the news.

If this wasn’t worrying enough, the Leoni CFO won’t be the
only finance professional who falls for a BEC scam. According
to security company Trend Micro, CFOs are by far the most

Structured, top-down approach

widely targeted executive (40%) of BEC attacks. When other

Andrea Bonime-Blanc, the CEO of GEC Risk Advisory and

finance function titles are included, the figure rises to almost

a Conference Board author, explores the significant and

two-thirds of all instances. The truth is – and perhaps we

growing problem of cyber-risk governance in a recent report

shouldn’t be surprised here – the finance function is the prime

entitled A Strategic Cyber-Roadmap for the Board. One of

target for cybercriminals.

the key takeaways from the report is the need for boards
to take a far more structured and deliberate approach to

Weak links?

managing cyber risk. ‘A structured, top-down approach that

The deeper concern, however, is that perhaps finance – and

embeds cybersecurity management throughout a company’s

senior leaders more generally – are soft targets because the

infrastructure is highly desirable,’ she says. ‘The best approach

overall digital capabilities of traditional professions such as

is to establish a dedicated technology committee on the

finance and accounting are poor.

board.’ In addition to covering digital and technology issues

32

Ade McCormack is a digital adviser, FT columnist and

generally, the committee would review cybersecurity and

founder of Auridian Consulting. He believes that senior

ensure that the overall board discusses it twice a year.

executives and company boards have a long way to go before
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Airbus changes course

Raise your digital quotient

Global manufacturing heavyweight Airbus has made a bet on

A recent article by McKinsey that focuses on how boards must

the future by bringing in a new chief technology officer (CTO)

adapt to meet the digital age offers four pieces of advice to

to disrupt thinking and change traditional ways of working.

make them fit for purpose. They are:

After initially being appointed CEO of Airbus’s Silicon
Valley technology and business innovation centre, Paul

1. Close the insights gap. Boards need to have incumbent
technical know-how to recognise breakthrough digital

Eremenko, a 36-year-old Soviet-born graduate of MIT, was
promoted last June to group CTO.

initiatives as well as potential security or data risks.
2. Understand how digital can upend business models.

Airbus CEO Tom Enders says: ‘We are operating in a
fast-changing environment where speed, data, breakthrough
technologies and connectivity are hugely relevant trends for

Directors should focus more on fundamentals such as
data assets or the quality of customer experience that
digital can bring.

the future of the aerospace industry… [Eremenko] has all the

3. Engage more frequently and deeply in strategy and risk.

right credentials – in high-tech and industry – to lead Airbus

Strategic discussions must respond to real-time market

technologies into the future.’

signals and shifts in a more agile way.

Eremenko’s appointment is a bold move, but Enders clearly

4. Fine-tune the onboarding and fit of digital directors.

believes that radical thinking is required to keep pace with the

Digital directors must be given the authority to influence

type of disruption taking place in his industry.

change within the culture of the board and wider business.

up to a point where you can play in the digital space; the

survive – in the current environment. ‘What’s worrying is that in

second is to develop an environment where people and

a digital-age organisation, everybody in the boardroom should

technology are very highly integrated (and that includes robots

be digitally competent – digital isn’t a role, it’s a competency,’

and algorithms in the workplace); and the third horizon is

he says. ‘What we have is nobody in the boardroom who

robots and algorithms only in the workplace.
For a profession that is acutely

gets digital or who gets IT. For
me, that’s malgovernance, and as

aware of the impact that artificial

business becomes more data-driven,

intelligence and data science might

eventually analysts and investors will

have on it, McCormack’s words are

pick up on that.’
McCormack has many years’
experience advising boardrooms
on the impact of digital disruption,
including some of the Big Four, and
while the issue of cybersecurity is
a concern and a significant risk, he
is interested in helping companies
to maximise the potential upside

CPD

they are digitally competent enough to thrive – let alone

something of a warning signal: act

‘What we have
is nobody in
the boardroom
who gets digital
or who gets IT.
For me, that’s
malgovernance’

now, and plan and evolve business
models fit for a digital future.
‘Different organisations have
different understandings of what
a digital transformation is, and
some don’t understand that it’s a
fundamental shift in the way business
is conducted, where they have to

of digital disruption. He says:

regularly refresh their business

‘Understandably, leaders, and

models,’ says McCormack. ‘Some

particularly those who are stuck with

get that, and some don’t. If those

Wall Street and the City, tend not to think beyond the next three

that don’t are not already facing disruption, then disruption is

months to a year. What we’re asking them to do here is to think

making its way to reception.’

AB

about the future of the business, and what we’re then asking
them to think about is the sacrifices they are going to make now.’
He says that what smart digital leaders are doing is
sacrificing cashflow today to take advantage of opportunities
and manage risks that will arise in the future. He explains the
future in three horizons. The first is simply getting IT systems

David Rae, journalist
More information
Get CPD units by answering questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Digitally challenged
A study by EY and Forbes Insights of more than 1,500 global executives looks at the
problems that prevent companies capturing long-term value from their data initiatives
Uneven maturity

Who’s got an edge?

The EY/Forbes research report, Data & Advanced

Ultimately, advanced analytics can give businesses a competitive

Analytics: High Stakes, High Rewards, reveals clear

advantage by allowing them to identify changing customer

differences in organisations’ data and analytics maturity.

tastes more quickly than their less mature peers can.

Lack an
analytics vision
or strategy at
this time

45%

Have an established
analytics strategy that
is also starting to be
viewed as a key strategy

What is your current competitive ability in data and analytics?
Don’t know, unsure
Well behind

10%

Market leading

10%

9%

38%

Have an analytics
strategy for specific
lines of business, but
not fully aligned across
the enterprise

7%
Have a well-established
analytics strategy that
is central to the overall
business strategy

1%

Behind
in some
areas

16%
29%

Generally at
parity with
competitors

The hurt league

Ahead in
most areas

35%

The top pain points when designing business strategy
to account for data and analytics are:
Organisation, culture and decision-making is
based more on intuition than data

49%

The leaders
Regional maturity rankings remain unchanged from 2015, with

Lack of collaboration/alignment among
members of management committee
Regulatory constraints prevent
organisation from acting
Lack of budget and other forms of
organisation commitment
Lack of support from senior
leadership
No appetite for the huge
transformation it would bring
Don’t have right leader to
act as catalyst for change

9%

44%

Asia Pacific first, North America second and EMEA third. The

44%

Canada

top-ranked countries overall are:

6

39%

34%
33%

2
US

China

3
UK

4

Germany

5
France

1

7
Japan

31%

Data/analytics are not
changing the business strategy
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Cooperate or compete?
With some regional differences, the global population is urging governments to put
tax cooperation ahead of competition, finds research from ACCA, IFAC and CA ANZ

Figure 1: Who do people trust when it
comes to the tax system?

Figure 2: What’s more important –
competition or cooperation on tax?
3,250

Non-governmental organisations
Politicians
Professional accountants
Business leaders

925
Professional tax lawyers
Media
-80%

-60%

-40%

-20%

0%

20%

40%

60%

■ Distrust ■ Highly distrust ■ Trust ■ Highly trust

36

80%

International tax policy
cooperation more important than
competition to increase national
tax revenue

Competition to increase
national tax revenue more
important than international
tax cooperation

■ Number of respondents
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T

corporations to ‘do the right thing’. It’s a topic central to

than 7,600 individuals across the G20 countries. Half of

many an election campaign around the world.

respondents had an income of less than US$35,000.

he fairness of the international tax systems is
increasingly headline news as public opinion
continues to push governments and multinational

Global poll
G20 Public Trust in Tax is based on an online survey of more

As the debate rages, more people are placing their
trust in accountants and tax advisers than politicians and the
media. Well over half of those living in G20 countries see tax

towards international tax issues in an increasingly globalised

professionals as a trusted source of information, with two-

economic system. As Helen Brand, ACCA chief executive,

thirds of the same group distrusting their politicians. Four out

says: ‘We believe it is vital to listen carefully and understand

of 10 feel the same way about the media (figure 1).

how people really feel about the international tax issues

But perhaps more importantly, this global population
is urging governments to put tax cooperation ahead of
competition (figure 2): while some governments may argue

being debated in a crowded policy arena, and how their views
compare between different countries.’
There are several backdrops to the report that help to

that low tax rates encourage more inward investment, their

place these findings in context. There is the Organisation

electorate would rather the tax systems were reformed to

for Economic Cooperation and Development’s (OECD) Base

create a more coherent tax environment. In fact, only the

Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) project, which is seeking to

Chinese would rather their government pursued a policy of tax

establish an international set of tax rules to ensure consistency

competition in order to attract more investment from overseas.

of the tax treatment of corporate activity around the world.

These findings are revealed in research carried out by

Then there is the wider issue of tax avoidance, where

ACCA, the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC)

corporations or individuals seek to take advantage of schemes

and ACCA’s strategic partner Chartered Accountants Australia

that allow them to reduce their global tax bill. In between,

and New Zealand (CA ANZ) among some 7,600 people across

the media has been peppered with stories of multinational

the G20 nations in an attempt to measure public sentiment

companies whose tax bills in particular jurisdictions have been
perceived as particularly small, while some countries, such as

Multinationals such as Starbucks have been in the
frontline of protests against large corporations for
perceived tax avoidance

the UK, seek to lower their headline corporation tax rates in
order to become more attractive to overseas investors.
‘Making taxation work effectively in the globalised, digital
21st century calls for collaboration among policymakers and

Figure 3: Is tax more about morals
and fairness or laws and regulation?

commitment to working together on implementing agreed
steps,’ says Fayez Choudhury, IFAC chief executive. ‘But it is
citizens who will ultimately shape their government’s ability to
implement reforms to our international tax system, and they

2,693

will be the ultimate beneficiaries.’
As the research notes, public debate on the tax system
and international tax issues has been intense in many
G20 countries, sparking major tax policy reforms and
‘groundbreaking collaboration’ between countries with
the aim of achieving a more coherent international system.

1,334

According to the OECD, more than 100 countries and
jurisdictions have now signed up to its inclusive framework on
BEPS, which includes 15 action points covering areas such as
the digital economy, controlled foreign company rules and
More a matter of
morals and fairness

More a matter of
laws and regulations

transfer pricing regulations.
The BEPS project has brought about an unprecedented
level of cooperation among tax-collecting authorities around

■ Number of respondents

the world – a reflection, perhaps, of the views of three-quarters
of the G20 population who think it is important or very
important for governments to cooperate on tax policy. One
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Argentinian respondent says: ‘I believe it is important to create
a closer union between countries in order to be able to help

clear clusters of countries where people share similar views.’
And drilling down deeper into people’s views on tax

one another, instead of competing and fighting for resources.’

minimisation strategies, it becomes clearer that there is no

However, while the debate, certainly among politicians

consistent view on how appropriate it is for different sized

and the media, has increasingly focused on the morals

organisations, and indeed for particular individuals, to arrange

and fairness of how much tax individuals or companies pay

their tax affairs so they pay a minimum level of tax. Overall,

regardless of whether or not they have stuck to the law and

the survey found that people are 15% more likely to think it is

regulations of individual countries, those surveyed take a more

acceptable for multinational companies to minimise their tax

pragmatic view. Nearly three-quarters accept that paying taxes

bill than for average or low income earning individuals.

is mainly about application of the law rather than a question

However, again there is a split here between countries:

about what is morally correct (figure 3). The research also

people in jurisdictions such as Argentina, China and Indonesia

found that people are more than two times as likely to see

see tax minimisation as more appropriate for high-income

paying taxes as more about laws and regulations.

earners, local and multinational companies, but people in

Although the ‘court of public opinion’ may have forced the

countries such as Australia, Germany, the US and the UK

hand of some multinational companies, the G20 population

believe such behaviour would be more appropriate for

wants governments to set clear expectations on how much tax

average or low income earners.

is paid, and by whom. Such a move, the report argues, would

The report describes these findings as ‘surprising’. But
it is the lack of trust in the world’s policymakers, and how

help earn the public’s trust in the tax system.

their policies are reported, that arguably provides the most

The research finds that the population as a whole is not
unduly concerned about whether or not local or multinational

worrying aspect of the research. As one Australian respondent

companies are paying a reasonable amount of tax – more than

put it: ‘To earn trust, you need to justify why and how much

half of the population agree that they are. However, those

you are taxing an individual, and explain to the public

in the US, UK, Australia, Canada and Italy tend to think that

and media where that money has been put.’ And as a UK

while average or low income earners and local companies

respondent says: ‘My trust in media and government is at a

are paying enough, they believe high income earners and

low level for inaccurate reporting.’
This in part helps to explain the trust that appears to be

multinational companies are not (figure 4). As the report
says: ‘People’s views vary widely… creating a challenge for

placed in accountancy and tax professionals, and to a lesser

international cooperation on tax policy although there are

extent, tax lawyers. Despite being criticised by politicians as

Figure 4: Who is paying enough tax?

Chart shows net percentage, agree or strongly agree less
disagree or strongly disagree
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Nearly threequarters accept
that paying taxes
is mainly about
application of the
law rather than a
question about what
is morally correct

Figure 5: Do you agree the work of
professional accountants contributes
to a better tax system?

Activists from the Association for the Taxation of Financial
Transactions and Citizens’ Action (ATTAC) demonstrate
by an Apple store in southern France in April
part of the problem rather than the solution, it would appear

60%

that the general public puts more faith in the professionals.

50%

Indeed, more than half of the respondents believe their work
contributes to the efficiency, effectiveness and fairness of the

40%

tax system (figure 5). But again there are regional differences.

30%

So there is no ground for complacency. The report

20%

concludes: ‘The profession must work to maintain the strong level

10%

of confidence people place in it throughout many G20 countries,
and address issues and challenges where concerns arise.’ AB

0%
-10%

Philip Smith, journalist

-20%
A more effective
tax system

A more efficient
tax system

A fairer
tax system

■ Disagree ■ Strongly disagree ■ Agree ■ Strongly agree

More information
The full report, G20 Public Trust in Tax, based on joint
research by ACCA, IFAC and CA ANZ, can be found at
bit.ly/G20-Tax
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Side benefits
Companies that do integrated reporting vary in how effectively they implement it.
But those that have got it right say it has improved the way they operate

gaining ground. Promoted by the International

T

ideas behind IR and producing integrated reports? What

Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC), IR attempts to

helpful advice could their experiences provide for others

address weaknesses in traditional financial reporting and

interested in applying IR concepts for the first time? A recent

help business develop resilient operations for the medium

ACCA report considers these questions, building on a 2016

and long term.

review of 41 corporate reports issued by IR Business Network

he concept of integrated reporting (IR) has been

Rather than focusing solely on their use of financial capital,
companies applying the IIRC’s International IR Framework also
report on other forms of capital – manufactured, intellectual,

participants and drawing on detailed interviews with a sample
of those reporters.
The report, Insights into Integrated Reporting: Challenges

human, social and relationship, and natural. The approach

and best practice responses, found that organisations

recognises that companies’ success depends on many factors,

encounter a range of barriers when adopting IR. These can

including the expertise of their people, the intellectual

include difficulties in aligning key stakeholders (including

property they develop through research and development,

senior management) behind IR, finding sufficient dedicated

and their interaction with the environment and societies in

resources, addressing concerns about the legal liability of

which they operate.

directors in relation to future-orientated discussion, and

Since the release of the framework in December 2013, IR
adoption has steadily increased. From 2018, the IIRC intends

40

So how successfully are the adopters incorporating the

overcoming prescriptive regulatory requirements.
Nevertheless, IR Business Network participants are

IR to enter a ‘global adoption phase’ and take up a position

making good progress in some areas of IR. For example, 71%

at the centre of corporate governance and reporting. Almost

were considered to have provided a good insight into the

2,000 entities already participate in IR networks worldwide,

organisation’s strategy, with 64% highlighting what gave them

while the IIRC’s IR Business Network – its flagship programme

a competitive edge. The vast majority of companies reviewed

for organisations committed to adopting the framework – now

(88%) included information on the range of capitals used

has over 80 members.

or affected by the organisation, with 63% thought to have
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‘communicated well’ across the capitals that were material to

Show me the so-what

how the organisation creates value for itself and others.

See our series of videos by Alison Thomas on corporate
reporting at bit.ly/ACCA-playlist

Could do better

may also be using different materiality definitions under

But there is also room for improvement. Companies could, for

different reporting frameworks, which can be confusing.

them. Two-thirds of the reports explained well (at a high level)

example, do better at talking about risks and opportunities

The principle of conciseness is also challenging for many

in the context of value creation over time, and in linking their

integrated reporters. Only 41% of the IR Business Network

performance to the capitals. Demonstrating value creation

participants reviewed had produced concise reports. Many

is complex because entities struggle to find measures that

found it hard to be concise while also producing integrated

convey the full impact of their actions. How do you measure

reports that satisfy the reliability and completeness principle.

the value of employment, for example?
Interviewed for ACCA’s report, Susanne Stormer, vice

Integrated thinking

president of corporate sustainability at Novo Nordisk, the

Despite the challenges of IR, companies are making

global healthcare company headquartered in Denmark, says

progress, as shown by the examples given in ACCA’s report.

that thinking and practice are still ‘immature’ in relation to

The research among IR Business Network participants

quantifying or articulating the value that organisations derive

also offers encouragement for organisations thinking

from non-financial capitals. ‘You can have a narrative about

of embracing this form of corporate reporting. In their

how you use intellectual capital and the value created by

interviews, company reporters identified many benefits of IR,

constantly educating your employees so they can keep their

including more integrated thinking and management across

employability, but you don’t really have metrics for it,’ she says.

their organisation, greater clarity on business issues and

IR Business Network participants also face challenges

performance, improved corporate reputation and stakeholder

in relation to IR’s underpinning principles – in particular,

relationships, more efficient reporting, enhanced employee

connectivity of information, materiality, conciseness, reliability

engagement and improved gross margins.

and completeness, and consistency

For example, José Miguel

and comparability.

Tudela, organisation and corporate

Interviewee Mikkel Larsen,

responsibility director at Spanish

managing director and head of tax

natural gas transmission company

and accounting policy at DBS, a
financial services group in Asia, says
the next step in developing IR for
his organisation will be to improve
linkage between risks and the P&L
– ‘linking through from our strategy
to the differentiators, into our risk
section, into our resources, and over
to when those resources transform
themselves into financial resources’.

Enagás, says the company has

The benefits of
IR include more
integrated thinking,
greater clarity on
business issues and
performance, and
improved reputation

strengthened its relationships with
finance providers as a result of IR.
‘Providers of financial capital have a
better understanding of our strategy
and performance as well as a greater
confidence in the long-term viability
of our business model,’ he says.
‘Our interviews with participating
companies found passionate support

Better quantification is another goal

for the aims of IR and a strong belief

– to improve understanding of how

in the benefits it can bring,’ says Yen-

resource value translates into financial value. ‘Because if we

pei Chen, corporate reporting subject matter expert at ACCA

build up a heck of an innovation team, at some point hopefully

and one of the report’s authors. ‘Our interviewees have found

that translates into financial value,’ Larsen says.

many challenges in the process of applying the framework but

Although materiality is a familiar concept to the

see this as a long-term journey towards better reporting and

accountancy profession, the IR framework requires its

the creation of value by their businesses over time. We hope

application in relation to matters that affect value creation.

that the practical advice in the report will give more people

One of the challenges is to reconcile the needs of different

the confidence to start their integrated reporting journey.’

AB

stakeholders when determining materiality – an issue may be
more material to one stakeholder than another. Companies

Sarah Perrin, journalist
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The digital CFO
This first article in a series by ACCA in collaboration with PwC explains how finance
leaders can help shape their organisations to prepare for the technology of the future

D

igital is reshaping the global economy and changing

will remove the majority of manual tasks from the finance team.
To protect the future, finance leaders need to rethink how

the face of the workplace. In PwC’s 20th annual
CEO Survey, 75% of business leaders expected their

organisations to feel the force of advances in technology.
Four major changes are shaping how businesses operate:

and where the business invests around its core capabilities.
They need to drive the transformation of the business
processes that create most value. Finance must become more

*
*

channels to market are being transformed

customer-centric and more focused on products and services,

traditional customer bases are eroding and new ones are

how they are provided and at what price.

*
*

product and service line profitability is dramatically shifting

performance in a more agile manner. Data quality is critical,

barriers to entry are falling.

but so too is ensuring that finance teams have the skills to

CFOs must capture, measure, report and predict future

emerging

As a result, disruptive competitors are appearing from

analyse decision-making and help identify opportunities. As

nowhere. With increased risks and opportunities arising from

such, digital demands an entire revolution of the CFO role,

digital, many established businesses are being pushed to

a different way of operating that first and foremost thinks

innovate rapidly. There is pressure to become more efficient,

‘customer’. This means finance operations moving away from

agile and forward-looking, and faster to adapt. Disruptive

operational processing towards insight and analytics.
Today’s CFO needs to be a strategist, transformer and

entrants into a market, in contrast, have an obvious advantage:
they have no heritage and can quickly develop business

technology evangelist, as well as the ultimate steward and

models with no legacy challenges. They can scale quickly, with

leader of finance operations in the business. Finance must use

processes that have been built with the customer in mind.

technology solutions to provide real operational insight.

The pace at which organisations can grow or fail is faster
than ever before, and identifying growth opportunities more

Emerging trends

important than ever. For CFOs and their finance teams, the

We see four pillars of technology:

rapid pace of digital and technological development provides

*

challenges, but also an entirely new starting point to reframe
their role as central to helping the business.

analytics: the explosion of data inside and outside the
organisation to drive ‘big decisions’ and capitalise on ‘firstmove’ opportunities, as well as rethinking key performance
indicators and core processes

Reap the rewards
Finance leaders who take the opportunity that digital provides

*

will become increasingly automated, and we may even get to
the ‘lights-out processing’ goal that finance teams have set
themselves for seemingly decades. The standardisation of

*

collaboration: digital tools revolutionising how teams work

*

RPA: the adoption of virtual-worker software to drive

together
automation, reduce process costs and increase control and

processing through the use of emerging cloud technologies

standardisation; in the longer term, artificial intelligence

means that custom-built systems won’t be the norm in the future,

will offer even greater opportunities.

and robotic process automation (RPA) and artificial intelligence

42

cost, delivering enriched and more versatile data to serve
better decision-making

and who seek to embrace the technology shift will reap the
rewards – as will their organisations. Operational processes

cloud: running the entire business from cloud, lowering

A fifth pillar has now emerged, as processing and data
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storage increasingly take place in the cloud: cybersecurity.
But digital technologies alone are not the solution. It’s the

Things to think about

impact made by smart people supported by the use of smart

How can finance influence business decision-making? Where

tools that truly matters. Digital rewrites the talent strategy for

should you invest, which processes are key to creating value,

finance functions, and demands a rethink on how to attract,

and how can the organisation change to drive growth?

develop, engage and retain the best.

What is the role of different technologies across the

A shift in culture must be reflected in behaviours. Finance

organisation and across the finance function in better

must focus on supporting innovation, maintaining a measured

supporting the business? Where do you need to invest, what

approach to risk-taking, collaborating with the business and

is the current fit with existing technologies, and how can you

having an entrepreneurial outlook. Providing 100% accuracy

leverage technologies to deliver the most value?

on a figure versus 80% will not improve decision-making,

Is the quality of your data a source of competitive advantage

especially if that accuracy comes at the cost of timeliness in

and do you understand how to use it to drive insight? How

reporting, which may mean missed business opportunities.

effective is the data governance and have you established the
right teams and collaborative forums within the organisation to

Skills shortage

analyse and gain value from your data?

With better access to rich data and increasing opportunities to

What are the implications of digital for finance talent –

automate operations, the balance of finance roles is pivoting

including, for example, analytical thinking, collaboration

towards insight generation and performance management.

and commercial skills. Look beyond traditional recruitment

New roles in scenario-planning, business-model simulation

to bring in new skills. Future-proof career paths. Examine the

and decision support are emerging. Nearly every organisation

interventions you need to develop your finance workforce.

we talk to is reducing the time taken to process information
through RPA. Many are finding that they don’t have the skills
within their teams that they will require in future.
Commercial insight and digital know-how are critical as

finance are being transformed. The pace of change, innovation
and virtual working all place a new premium on activities

finance operations become increasingly analytical, judgment-

such as reverse mentoring, secondments, intergenerational

demanding and technology led. Recruitment pools will need

knowledge-sharing and social-media engagement strategies.

AB

to diversify into skills not traditionally associated with finance.
Many finance teams have moved away from these skills over

Jamie Lyon, head of corporate sector for ACCA, in

the past decade as they have focused on cost and efficiency –

collaboration with Brian Furness and Andrew McCorkell of

perhaps there is now a risk that there is a skills shortage?

PwC, and Jens Madrian, CFO/COO of Reactive Technologies

Traditional career paths in finance no longer exist; as
enterprise functions are transformed and collaborate in the
face of digital, the range of career opportunities becomes
increasingly diverse, reflecting the broader skills of those in
the organisation, and the needs of the business.
Finally, in the face of digital, learning interventions in

More information
This is an extract from ‘The ascent of digital – What does this
mean for the CFO?’, the first in a series of quarterly articles
by PwC and ACCA, identifying areas of opportunity in the
face of digital change. See bit.ly/ACCA-PwC-digi
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Gain before pain
It’s not the information you convey so much as the order in which you say it that’s the
clincher when it comes to negotiating, as our talent doctor Rob Yeung explains
How many times have you had to
negotiate in the last year? Many people
think of negotiation as something

The art of persuasion
Watch Rob Yeung’s video on how to
negotiate at bit.ly/Y-negotiation

that is required only in occasional,
formal situations, such as when an
employer and candidate discuss terms

studies conducted jointly by Leuphana

of employment or when suppliers deal

University and Saarland University, in

with customers and clients. But life –

Germany, the researchers discovered

both working and personal – is, in truth,

that the choice of wording made

full of opportunities for negotiation.

a material difference to how these

When you and any colleague discuss

CPD

the nature of a task or project and decide

led by Leuphana University’s Roman

your personal life too, even the process

Trötschel discovered that sellers always

of coming to an agreement over the

obtained better financial outcomes

household chores with your partner or a

when they phrased their proposals as an

flatmate is a type of negotiation.

offer (eg ‘I will offer you my services for
€800’) rather than a request (eg ‘I would

skills courses teach that negotiation

like €800 for my services’). In other

should be approached as an almost

words, if you are selling a product or

mathematical exercise: the application

service, you should be sure to mention

of logic in finding an agreement

what you can do for your customers or

that best suits all parties. However,

clients ahead of what you want in return.

psychologists continue to discover that

However, the reverse was true

human beings are far from rational –

for buyers. Buyers who opened the

and that we can use this irrationality to

discussion with an offer (eg ‘I can give

achieve better outcomes for ourselves.

you €1,200 for your car’) tended to come

Imagine you are negotiating with a

44

Across eight studies, the researchers

who will do what, that’s a negotiation. In

Some standard negotiation

Your choice of
wording makes
a material
difference to how
your opening bid
is perceived

opening bids were perceived.

away with better deals than buyers who

client over the price of a product that

began with a request (eg ‘I would like

your company sells, such as a pallet of

your car in return for €1,200’). Putting

bricks. You could say ‘I would like you to

it another way, if you are a customer

pay €1,000 for a pallet of bricks’ or ‘I will

and looking for the best deal possible,

give you a pallet of bricks for €1,000’.

remember to open the negotiation with

From a logical point of view, the two

the fee you can offer.

are identical statements. Both contain

The order in which you phrase

the same information: that a certain

offers or requests matters because it

financial sum should be exchanged for a

affects the degree to which the person

specified number of bricks.

hearing it is reminded of either gain or

But from the point of human

loss. When people hear something like

decision-making, it turns out that these

‘I will offer you this computer for €620’,

two statements are not perceived

they are more likely to focus on what

in the same way at all. In a series of

they can gain (the computer) rather than
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what they will have to part with in return

Dr Rob’s talent clinic

(€620). On the other hand, when people

Q

hear the request ‘I would like €620
for this computer’, they focus more
on what they would lose from

has been in large organisations.

would gain from it (the computer).

However, I like the idea of moving to

This effect holds even though

a smaller organisation where I can assume a broader

the different forms of wording result

range of responsibilities and get more involved in

in sentences that are equivalent

decisions that meaningfully impact the business. What

from a logical perspective. It is a
seem to be more persuadable when we
think we are gaining something rather
than losing something.

finance role within a large

corporate, and all of my experience

it (€620) rather than what they

quirk of human psychology that we

I have a fairly specialised

steps should I take to explore whether this might be a realistic

A

option for me?
Whenever someone is considering a career move of any kind, I encourage
them to research their options, ideally through face-to-face, one-on-one

conversations. Get in touch with friends or ex-colleagues who may be working in the

Summarising all of this research,
the underlying principle is to phrase

kinds of organisations you admire. Offer to meet them before work, after work or
even at weekends, and ask for a half-hour of their time.

your proposals in terms of what the

Meet with a written agenda as it is your responsibility to structure the meeting.

other person can gain rather than what

Think about both your aspirations and concerns: what open-ended questions will

they lose. In the opening stages of any

allow you to gather useful insights? At the same time, be careful to maintain a light

negotiation, therefore, be sure to talk

tone; this should be conversation, not interrogation.

about what you are offering before you
In practice, it can be quite difficult

Thank the people that you meet for their time and let them know every few
months how you are getting on. You never know: one of these people could

CPD

mention what you would like in return.

potentially recommend you for the kind of opening you want.

to remember the particular order in

Consider recruitment consultants. Show them your CV and ask for advice. But

which you need to phrase opening

be aware that some commission-based consultants may try to push you into a role

offers should you be improvising.

because there’s a fee in it for them. So weigh up their advice more carefully as they

To give yourself the best chance of

may be telling you more of the pros than the cons of the options they recommend.

choosing the right wording, it could

Finally, accept that moving into a new role may not be possible swiftly. If you have

be worth writing down the precise

insufficient commercial experience or lack the breadth of financial skills that a smaller

statements that you intend to use.

business requires, you may need to make a plan to tackle your deficiencies and make

By making the most of this loophole
in the way that the human mind makes

yourself more attractive as a candidate.

decisions, you may ultimately achieve a

Tips for the top

better outcome for yourself.

I recently coached an executive who wanted to become a more charismatic

AB

presenter. Here are three tips that really helped him:
Dr Rob Yeung is an organisational
psychologist at leadership consulting

*

firm Talentspace: talentspace.co.uk

Rather than trying to make eye contact with everyone in the audience, focus on
only four points: the top, right, left and bottom sides of the
audience. It’s less stress-inducing than trying to look at
everyone in an audience.

More information

*

Dr Rob tweets @robyeung
If you have a question for the talent
clinic, email abeditor@accaglobal.com
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd

Start every presentation with a story rather than a
fact. That way, you can talk about why a topic or
issue is of importance to you, which helps you
come across more passionately.

*

Do at least two timed run-throughs of the entire
presentation. This ensures you have enough
content to fill the allotted time slot – but also that
you don’t have so much to say that you run over.
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Agility training
In uncertain times adopting a flexible, fluid approach to planning can
enable more creativity and encourage strategic thinking, says Tony Grundy
The concept of ‘agile’ was born out of
software projects and can be traced

*

less formal and more fluid so that

should encompass the strategy itself,

we are able to unleash greater

regardless of type.

back to the 1970s. It arose in response

creativity and explore ideas in

to project planning that tried to grasp

unexpected directions

Henry Mintzberg identifies ‘deliberate

*

For example, business academic

incremental, so that that a first short

strategy’ – one that ‘has a clear logic,

phase is planned in detail and the

that is based on the position (internal

all activities to be planned and all

next stage more broadly, rather than

and external), and opportunity-set of a

timescales, milestones and resources

doing an end-to-end plan of the

company and is crystallised in a number

needed for the entire project up front.

entire process in detail.

of strategic decisions’. He also identifies

the whole scope of a project – all
of its deliverables, all of its options,

Software projects are particularly

‘emergent strategy’ – ‘a pattern in a

vulnerable to uncertainty, caused

stream of decisions or actions. It can

by many variables that are not

typically be observed or discerned only

only volatile individually but when

after the event.’

brought together cause havoc. But an

CPD

agile philosophy can help strategic
thinking and planning in coping
with uncertainty.
‘Agile’ has many ingredients. It
suggests that:

*

all-singing, set-piece planning
processes for complex, uncertain
and interdependent issues are likely

Mintzberg’s ideal is for these

Strategy is about
managing a future
that is often
uncertain. All of
strategy is thus a
bet about the future

two forms to be in balance; just as
someone walking will first move one
leg forward and then the other, a
company might experiment with some
developments, find a combination
that seems to work (emergent
strategy), then refine it into a plan and
formalise it. At that point it becomes a
deliberate strategy.

to be too ineffective, too rigid and

Mintzberg’s classic picture of

ultimately fail to deliver much value

*

*

46

emergent strategies is of little arrows

where the end product (strategic
decisions, plans and actual

These ideas are highly attractive to

neatly aligned in the same direction,

implementation) has to be

any strategic planning process where

like iron filings on a piece of paper after

innovative, a highly comprehensive

change is very fast and accelerating.

being stroked underneath by a magnet.

and rational process is at best going

A more iterative and fluid process also

That ‘magnet’ only exists in business

to produce banal outputs and ones

helps us digest surprising insights and

through a rare combination of strategic

that aren’t resilient in the real world

abandon false assumptions. It also

vision, leadership and high-quality

once these plans are in their

allows time emotionally for letting

strategic thinking. But when that is not

final form, they are likely to be

go of commitments to inappropriate

all present we see frustration, confusion

set in stone and not adapted or

strategies, and to switch agendas

and wasted resources, which is mostly

steered to their destination around

to support new options. Agile is

the case.

emerging obstacles.

sometimes associated with very loose

Instead, agile prescribes that design

brainstorming, freedom from any pre-

planning processes should be:

conceived process.

Other forms of strategy are:

*
*

‘submergent’, where the strategy
isn’t working but is still committed to

*

iterative, so that teams are willing to
revisit and rework ideas

According to type

*

possible to refine, re-engineer and

But agile actually extends beyond

but no one knows what to do about

stress-test against the strategy

the strategic planning process. It

it strategically

‘emergency’, where the strategy
isn’t working and commitment is low,
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*

Having a contingent strategy

‘detergent’, where a strategy to sort

aligned, and is then communicated as

out a mess is under way.

contingent, too. This fluid approach

requires resources earmarked in plans

These strategies often seem to go

might heighten anxiety but could

and budgets to be allocated and

around in a cycle, from deliberate-

give better results, as learning would

subsequently managed in a flexible way.

emergent-submergent-emergency-

be optimised.

Resource availability may be contingent

detergent and back to deliberate again.

both on achievement of key success

This is horrendously inefficient and

indicators within the strategy itself, and

value destroying.

on other alignment conditions – ie on
the environment being as we assumed it

War footing

would be. It also requires new processes

So what exactly should an agile

for communicating, monitoring and

strategy be? A good start is to

adapting specific contingent strategies.

have a mix of mainly ‘emergent-

Focus on breakthroughs

cope with multilevel uncertainty. So

It is best to focus on a really small

a ‘contingent strategy’ is needed. As

number of strategic breakthroughs

US general Tommy Franks said during

alongside more tactical, continuous

the 2003 Iraq War, ‘A principle of war

improvements. Again, one of the

is flexibility, flexibility is the key to

weaknesses of conventional strategic

planning. Plans don’t last, plans are

and financial planning is that it attempts

just there, plans are something in the

to sweep up everything that might

future, and once you start you adapt

potentially be on the planning horizon,

as necessary.’ In military strategy a

so there is a lack of prioritisation and

‘contingent approach’ is essential,

concentration of resources. This can

given the interacting effect of many

be avoided through the Japanese

uncertainties. So why can’t managers

philosophy of strategic breakthroughs:

use a similar model?

within a particular business you only

Strategy is about managing a future

CPD

deliberate’, but more is needed to

focus on between one and three really

that is often uncertain. All of strategy

challenging or new strategies. Then you

is thus a bet about the future. Any

take each one of these relentlessly to its

entrepreneurial approach to strategy

target using agile or flexible strategies

recognises that all strategies and

and plans.

business plans are bets, but how can

If conventional planning could be

we improve the odds of success? And

likened to launching a missile from

how do we manage strategies that are

a specific location to a fixed target

essentially contingent on aligned future

with a set trajectory, an agile process

states of the world? This is where the

would be more like a cruise missile

contingent strategy comes in.

that navigates around obstacles as it

Instead of making a single, relatively
irrevocable commitment to a course

goes, using a clever and very sensitive
guidance system.

AB

of action, the commitment is held in
as fluid a form as is possible, reducing

Dr Tony Grundy is an independent

exposure to the bet. Contingent

strategy consultant and trainer.

strategy should, other things being

tonygrundy.com

equal, increase the strategy’s return and
reduce its risk.
A contingent strategy is committed
to only when certain external and
internal conditions are sufficiently

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Mind the mentor
Having a cluster of mentors to guide you and a safe haven to help weather the storms
is really important for those at the sharp end, says David Parmenter
In this day and age, only the foolish

observant, open

venture forward without having a

and non-defensive.
Finally,

mentor supporting them from behind

downward mentors

the scenes. The legendary leader

are the people in whom

Jack Welch, who was CEO of General

you are investing time to

Electric, believes you will seldom find

help them progress. They may

all your help in one mentor so you

be younger than you, but not

need a cluster of them.
A mentor is normally someone

necessarily. When you invest in others in

older than you, wiser, with more grey

a giving relationship, you actually learn

hair, who knows something about

a lot about yourself. You experience

what you are doing. It could be a retired

what’s important to you.

CEO, a retired board member who has
known you for a while, a professional

Second passion

mentor or someone in the sector where

All leaders will have many soul-

there is no conflict of interest.
In business many costly failures
could have been averted if advice had
been sought from a trusted and wise
mentor. A good mentor will save your
career a number of times.
Mentors are also well connected
and often will further your career.
When looking for a mentor, start at the
top and work down. Even the most

searching moments during their journey.

In business many
costly failures
could have been
averted if advice
had been sought
from a trusted and
wise mentor

successful people are happy to mentor

pastor, rabbi or boss. They may be

just because you have asked once, does

someone you have yet to meet.

While organisations need to get

with these ‘downs’, you need to have
built a safe haven, a place where you
can retreat and recover. Leaders need
to nurture close family relationships and
hobbies that offer relaxation. Without a
safe haven, leaders will succumb to the

Friendship mentors are the people

conquest that has now derailed.
The importance of the second
passion, consultant Paul Drucker noted,
was that it acts as a failsafe and also

with whom you experience life. You have

stimulates the brain in different ways,

behind mentorship programmes, it

gone through various stages with them.

leading to clearer thought patterns and

is important to have a real chemistry

They are your peers and you’ve learned

better decision-making.

between the mentor and mentee.

from them in a mutually giving way.

Leadership coaches Mick Ukleja and

Then there are the sandpaper

AB

David Parmenter is a writer and

Robert Lorber believe there are four

mentors. You don’t have to look for

presenter on measuring, monitoring

different types of mentor.

them; they always find you. These are

and managing performance

Upward mentors are the people

48

significant conquest. In order to cope

all they have in their life is their chosen
parent, grandparent, coach, author,

your mentor/adviser and realising that
not preclude a second or third request.

if the leader is taking their team on a

sense of failure that can permeate when

up-and-coming younger guns.
The key is the selection (and use) of

The magnitude of these can be severe

people who rub you up the wrong way.

whom you respect and admire. They

Don’t reject all that they say simply

have helped and are still helping you

because they are critical or cranky. In

become who you are. They can be a

reality they can help you – if you are

More information
davidparmenter.com
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Insurance contracts
Many insurance companies will need to make significant changes to their accounting
policies to comply with IFRS 17. Adam Deller explains how the standard will work
The fulfilment cashflows represent

The International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB) is close to publishing

the estimate of the present value of the

IFRS 17, Insurance Contracts, to

future cash outflows less the present

replace IFRS 4, Insurance Contracts. It
is expected to have an implementation
IFRS 4 was issued in 2004 as
an interim standard that permitted
companies to continue their accounting
practices. It focused on greater
disclosure about the amount, timing

value of the future cash inflows that will
arise as the entity fulfils the contract.
A key principle of IFRS 17 is that

CPD

date of 1 January 2021.

A key principle
of IFRS 17 is that
no gains are
recognised when
the insurance
contract starts

no gains are recognised when the
contract starts. This is because the
entity has not yet satisfied any of its
performance obligations. Instead, the
contractual service margin is recognised

and uncertainty of future cashflows

as the entity satisfies the performance

from insurance contracts, and was the

obligation, making the treatment
consistent with IFRS 15, Revenue

initial stage in designing an accounting
standard for insurance contracts – a

general model is the default for all

from Contracts with Customers. Any

second stage was always planned.

insurance contracts, we will examine this

unearned profit (such as premiums

Different accounting models have

in the most detail and give only a brief

received) is recognised as a contract

evolved in each jurisdiction according

overview of the other two approaches.

liability, being released over the contract
period, consistent with the general

to the circumstances and types of
insurance products. This has led to

General model

a significant diversity in accounting

In terms of recognition of items, IFRS 17

practices for insurance contracts. These

introduces two key terms: contractual

making at inception, the loss is

differences have made it difficult for

service margin and fulfilment cashflows.

recognised in full immediately as an

investors and analysts to understand

The contractual service margin is

and compare insurers’ results.
IFRS 17 completes the IASB’s project

principles of deferred income.
If the contract is deemed loss-

onerous contract, consistent with IAS 37,

calculated at the start of the contract

Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and

as the difference between the present

Contingent Assets.
As for grouping contracts, entities

to make insurance accounting practices

value of the expected cashflows (plus a

consistent across jurisdictions. It offers

risk adjustment) and the present value

will continue to assign contracts

three major models to apply to all

of expected premiums. In its simplest

to portfolios with similar risks and

insurance contracts: the general model,

form, the contractual service margin

managed together in a single pool, such

the premium allocation approach,

represents the overall profit expected

as whole life insurance or car insurance.

and the variable fee approach. As the

on the insurance contract.

Each portfolio must be divided into
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The timing of gains recognition – example
An entity receives $900 in premiums at the start of an insurance contract spanning

rates will be a change for companies
that currently use the expected return
on assets held as the discount rate.
As the discount rates used are

three years. It calculates the expected cash outflows to have a present value of $600
($200 each year), giving a contractual service margin (expected profit) of $300.
In year one, the entity would record $300 in insurance revenue and $200 for

updated regularly to show the current
interest rates, any changes to the

incurred claims. As the entity has received $900 but recorded only $300 in revenue,

liability arising from a change in the

the remaining $600 will be held as a liability. This must be disclosed as between

discount rate used should be shown in

the fulfilment cashflows of $400 to be incurred at $200 a year and the remaining

other comprehensive income, rather

contractual service margin of $200 (the remaining unearned profit).

than profit or loss.
Any increases in the liability arising

The liability will decrease to $300 at the end of year two as $200 fulfilment costs
are incurred and a further $100 contractual service margin is earned. This will be

from the time value of money based

repeated in year three.

on the discount rates used will still be
shown in profit or loss, following the
‘unwinding the discount’ principle
prevalent in many existing IFRSs.

groups for contracts issued in the same

As for the contractual service

12-month period, as follows:

*

CPD

*

*

Contracts that are onerous at

margin, in addition to the changes

inception: will require an immediate

made to reflect discount rates and

loss to be recognised in profit or loss

the time value of money, the present

Contracts that at inception have no

values of the fulfilment cashflows must

significant possibility of becoming

be updated each year to reflect the

onerous subsequently: will require

anticipated cashflows. This has been

any unearned profit to be recognised

a point of debate, but the tentative

as a liability and released as the

conclusions drawn by the IASB are:

insurance is provided

*

Other profitable contracts: will require

value of future cashflows arising

recording in the same way as contracts

from non-financial risks (other than

deemed to have no significant

those relating to incurred claims),

possibility of becoming onerous.

are adjusted against the contractual

A narrow exemption here is where an

service margin, so these changes

entity is constrained by law or regulation

will effectively be spread over the

to set prices or benefit levels that vary

remaining contract period as the
service margin is recognised.

according to policy characteristics. This

*

followed lobbying by insurers operating
in the EU, who must charge men and

Changes relating to incurred claims
should be recognised in profit or

women the same for the same insurance

loss for the period, rather than in the

products without distinction on grounds

contractual service margin. This will

of gender. If this exemption applies, the
entity may include these contracts in the
same group and disclose the fact that it
has been applied.

Dealing with changes
In terms of discount rates, insurance
contracts will be measured at current
value, using discount rates that reflect

50

Changes in estimates of the present

The present values
of the fulfilment
cashflows must
be updated each
year to reflect
the anticipated
cashflows

result in the full impact of the changes
being recognised in the current
period rather than being spread over
the remainder of the contract.

Alternative approaches
This premium allocation approach can
be used where the coverage period
is less than a year, or where there are

the characteristics of the insurance

no significant expected changes in

cashflows. The use of current interest

estimates before the claims are incurred.
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Under the variable fee approach, the

general model requires disclosure

under the general model, but there is

fulfilment cashflows that are expected

and reconciliation of the expected

no requirement to discount the liability

to vary directly with return on the

present value of future cashflows, risk

to reflect the time value of money. There

underlying items are presented in

adjustment and contractual service

are also fewer disclosures required.

accordance with the treatment of the

margin. No such disclosure is required

underlying item.

under the variable fee approach.

The calculations are similar to those

The premium allocation approach
has been introduced to cut IFRS 17

Accordingly, if the underlying item

The application of IFRS 17 is likely

implementation costs for simpler

is a financial instrument held at fair

to be complex, requiring the input of

contracts, such as short-term non-

value through other comprehensive

many specialists, and many entities

life insurance.

income, the changes in the fulfilment

will need to make significant changes

cashflows that vary directly with

to their accounting policies. The hope

be used only for contracts with direct

these returns are also taken to other

is that this first full attempt at a global

participation features, as outlined in the

comprehensive income. Likewise, if

standard for insurance contracts will

following situations:

the underlying pool of assets is held

help eliminate the myriad of different

*

The policyholder participates in a

at fair value through profit or loss or at

accounting policies in use.

share of a clearly identified pool of

amortised cost, the changes would be

underlying assets

taken through profit or loss.

The variable fee approach can

*
*

AB

Adam Deller is a financial reporting
specialist and lecturer

The entity expects to pay a
substantial share of the return

Disclosure changes

from those underlying assets to

Many of the disclosures for IFRS 4 are
kept in IFRS 17, along with an outline

Cashflows are expected to vary with

of the risk adjustment applied and

underlying assets.

the contractual service margin. The

CPD

the policyholder

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Technical update
Glenn Collins, ACCA UK’s head of technical advisory, provides a roundup
of the latest developments in audit, financial reporting, tax and law
Audit

on appointment and resignation of

note proposes to withdraw and provide

auditors. References to engagement

additional requirements to ISA (UK) 330,

Preliminary announcements

letter wording and examples set out in

The Auditor’s Responses to Assessed

The Financial Reporting Council, in

extant Appendix 4 have been removed

Risks and ISA (UK) 505 – External

its discussion paper, Invitation to

as it is considered not necessary

Confirmations. The FRC proposes that

Comment: Auditors and Preliminary

to provide generic audit pro forma

the changes would apply to the audit of

Announcements, states that it

documents. Example pension-specific

financial periods beginning on or after

hopes to stimulate discussion on

appointment and resignation pro forma

15 December 2017. The following two

the ‘use and value of preliminary

letters have been retained in new

clauses would be inserted into the ISAs:

announcements in the UK, and the

Appendix 1.’ In respect of ISA (UK) 250

role of the auditor in respect to such

Section B it is highlighted that ‘content

*

announcements’, and has asked for

has been reduced to remove material

have been agreed with the British

comments to be submitted by 23 June.

that is not pension scheme specific.

Bankers’ Association on behalf of

The paper provides:

Also, material has been removed which

the industry, can be found at bit.ly/

*

a brief summary of the key legislative

seeks to interpret TPR’s [the Pensions

bba-policy.

and regulatory requirements that

Regulator’s] views on what is reportable

relate to preliminary announcements

and instead draws the auditor’s

analysis of current practice in the

attention to the relevant comprehensive

considers whether confirmation is

London Stock Exchange Main

codes and guides issued by TPR.’

needed in relation to additional

*

Market and AIM markets, based on a

*

You can find details of the

*

Pro forma templates to obtain bank
confirmations in the UK, which

In the UK, depending on the
auditor’s risk assessment, the auditor

information such as trade finance

survey of around 180 companies

changes and the exposure draft at

transactions and balances or

an evaluation of the current

bit.ly/ed-pensions.

information about guarantees
and other third-party securities,

guidance and options for change.

You can see the paper at bit.ly/frc-

Practice note 16

in addition to the confirmation

announce.

The Financial Reporting Council (FRC)

of balances and other banking

has questioned the need for Practice

arrangements usually provided in

Pension scheme audits

Note 16, Bank Reports for Audit

such a request.

The Financial Reporting Council is

Purposes in the United Kingdom. The

Reporting

updating Practice Note 15: The Audit
of Occupational Pension Schemes in
the United Kingdom, and is inviting

Investors’ evaluation

comment on the changes and the

In a letter to investors ahead of

questions raised concerning the
proposed changes by 30 June.
There are a number of legislative
updates but there are also changes
to guidance material and examples,
and the FRC asks if users agree with
them. For example, with regard to
ISA (UK) 210, it is highlighted that
‘content has been reduced to focus on

Client notification
letters to relevant
clients should,
if not already
actioned, be sent
by 31 August

the reporting season, the Financial
Reporting Council (FRC) has
highlighted areas where investors may
have questions to ask of companies. It
has informed investors that ‘this year
will be the first in which the European
Securities and Markets Authority
(ESMA) “Guidelines on Alternative
Performance Measures” apply to

pension-specific legal requirements
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annual reports. You should expect to

they have been updated for Update

of the changes, it will save many

see disclosures that give a clear and

bulletin 1, which applies for accounting

businesses the problems of applying

complete understanding of the APMs

periods beginning after 1 January 2016.

the present value rule for one year and

[alternative performance measures]

More at bit.ly/cc17-temp.

reversing it in the next year.

and why they are useful and, where

FRS 102: directors’ loans

with periods beginning on or after

relevant, reconciliation to amounts

Well done, Financial Reporting Council.

1 January 2016, so 31 December 2016

presented in the financial statements.’

Last month in AB, it was highlighted

year ends, can adopt the treatment as

The FRC also states, with regard to

that the triennial review has taken

set out in FRED 67 and have allowed

Brexit, that ‘we would expect boards

place and the FRC is proposing a few

small entities, if they wish, to be

to provide increasingly company-

welcome changes to FRS 102 in FRED

exempted from paragraph 11.13, which

specific disclosures with, ultimately,

67, Draft amendments to FRS 102: The

contained the present-value treatment.

quantification of the effects.’

Financial Reporting Standard applicable

You can see the consultation, which

in the UK and Republic of Ireland.

closes on 30 June, at bit.ly/FRED67-

presented, how they are calculated

You can see the full letter and issues
highlighted at bit.ly/frc-inv-let.

The FRC has stated that businesses

The changes proposed were
aimed at areas that caused businesses

draft and send your comments to ACCA
at advisory@accaglobal.com.

Charities model accounts

and their advisers problems, and

The Charity Commission has updated

included measuring directors’ loans at

its accounts pack for charitable

present value. The FRC has said that it

companies. CC17 Charity accounting

recognises that the issue of directors’

Notice and guidance updates

templates: accruals accounts (CC17)

loans it addresses in FRED 67 should

VAT Notice 718/2: The auctioneers’

SORP FRS 102 for charitable companies

be able to be applied now and that,

scheme is a new notice that has been

provides templates, suggested notes

by allowing early adoption before the

introduced for the VAT Auctioneers’

and explanation, and highlights that

consultation on FRED 67 and finalisation

Scheme. The contents are drawn from

Tax
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and replaces the earlier version from
February 2014. It has been updated for
new apprenticeships but is otherwise
unchanged. The apprenticeship service
treatment is incorporated within section
13, ‘Government approved vocational
training schemes’. The general treatment
is that supplies that are partly funded by
an employer and partly funded by the
new apprenticeship levy will ‘only be
exempt to the extent of the funding from
the apprenticeship service account. This
includes any monthly top up from the
government to that account.’
You can find these and other
notices at bit.ly/gov-vat-not.

Export
Client notification letters
Queen’s Awards for Enterprise

As a reminder, client notification letters

The Queen’s Awards for Enterprise,are for outstanding achievement by UK

to relevant clients should, if not already

businesses, offer winners five years of recognition and the opportunity to boost

actioned, be sent by 31 August. The

sales. As the award winners are announced for 2017, the awards are open for 2018,

International Tax Compliance (Client

with entries accepted until 1 September. Entries are encouraged from businesses of

Notification) Regulations 2016 (SI

all sizes, especially SMEs, and are valid for five years, with materials being available

2016/899) amend the previous 2015

to use during the period. There are four categories:

regulations and require certain financial

*
*
*
*

Innovation

institutions and professional advisers

International trade

to contact their UK tax-resident clients

Sustainable development

who have overseas income and assets.

Promoting opportunity through social mobility.

HMRC has said in its guidance that

According to research by the University of Strathclyde, 73% of international trade

financial institutions and advisers falling

category winners between 2012 and 2015 directly attributed increased international

under the obligations should:

sales to winning the award.

*

To apply, your organisation must:

notify clients about information
HMRC will receive under automatic

*
*
*

be based in the UK (including the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man)

exchange of financial information

file its company tax returns with HMRC

agreements with more than 100

be a self-contained enterprise that markets its own products or services and is

jurisdictions

*
*

have at least two full-time UK employees or part-time equivalents

under its own management
demonstrate strong corporate social responsibility.

Your organisation can be business or non-profit. To apply, and for more information
on each of the categories, go to: bit.ly/gov-qae.

*

remind clients of their tax

*

highlight how clients can make a

*

warn clients about the increasing

obligations
disclosure
penalties and possible criminal
prosecution if they fail to declare

Notice 718. It explains which goods

example, when a horse or pony is sold

are included under the scheme, how

on behalf of a person who is selling

The obligation is placed on financial

it works, how to calculate the margin

it under the standard margin scheme

institutions and also individuals

and what the records requirements are.

using the three-part form.

and companies who provide advice

It includes details and requirements
for some specific circumstances – for

54
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offshore assets.

or services to individuals relating
to offshore accounts, income or
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assets. They are referred to within
the legislation and guidance as a

*

donate, which is regarded as a small

Model C – suspension of penalties.

donation.)

You can see these calls for evidence

specified financial institution and a

and other consultations at bit.ly/gov-pub.

specified relevant person. Tax advisers

You can also let ACCA know your view by

are clearly referenced within the

emailing advisory@accaglobal.com.

guidance material. The ‘specified’

*

For both charities and CASCs, the
maximum donations limit is £8,000
per tax year. This applies to eligible
small donations collected anywhere

firms and individuals are required to

Recognising genuine contact

in the UK. Charities can choose

identify those clients falling within the

In addition to highlighting fraudulent

whether to claim top-up payments

legislation and send notifications in the

and scam emails, HMRC highlights

on one of either up to £8,000 on

form prescribed by the regulations to

the genuine communications it will

donations collected anywhere in

them on or before 31 August 2017.

send. These always state that HMRC

the UK, or up to £8,000 for each

will not request personal or financial

community building, under the new

Consultations

information. The updated list is available

As highlighted last month (bit.ly/

at bit.ly/hmrc-genuine.

See bit.ly/gasds-change.

evidence and consultation have closing

Gift Aid: small donations

Tax case: HMRC information

dates in June.

On 6 April, some of the rules for the Gift

The PML Accounting Ltd case

Aid Small Donations Scheme (GASDS)

judgment has been made (bit.ly/

for evidence closes on 12 June. The

were changed.

pml-hmrc). The original tribunal case

Treasury is trying to understand why

*

The maximum amount of

surrounded a number of issues and

GASDS top-up you can claim is 10

went against HMRC. The tribunal

times the total amount of Gift Aid

decision was that a defective notice

donations claimed on by the charity

made all other stages dependent

online – update on split payment

or Community Amateur Sports Club

on it invalid. HMRC carried on with

is another call for evidence and is

(CASC) in that tax year. For example,

its investigation and case and, as

open until 30 June. It highlights that,

to claim a top-up payment on £100

highlighted below, ‘an important

where VAT is lost relating to online

of small donations you need to

plank of its defence is that the Tribunal

marketplaces, including where goods

successfully claim Gift Aid on at least

had no jurisdiction to decide that the

are in the UK at the point of sale, the

£10 of eligible donations in the same

information notice was invalid’.

overseas sellers are required to register

tax year.

community buildings rules.

AB-tech-0517), the following calls for

Taxation of employee expenses call

some employers reimburse expenses
while other employers do not.
VAT: Tackling fraud on goods sold

for VAT in the UK regardless of the level
of sales. A broader area is that ‘we are

*

The case is explained in the

Donations are eligible as long

background summary of the judgment

as the managers of the charity

but the introduction to the case copied

seeking views on an alternative method

or CASC have taken reasonable

below details the main issues:

of collecting VAT for online business

steps to apply the £20 limit. (This

to consumer sales. We are looking for

limit is the amount an individual can

‘Introduction:
1. In the course of an enquiry into

evidence on the technical feasibility

whether some of the companies

of extracting VAT in real time using

which are clients of the claimant

payment technology and depositing it

are managed service companies,

with HMRC. This is often referred to as
split payment.’
Making Tax Digital: sanctions for
late submission and late payment is
open for comment until 12 June and
sets out three possible models for late
submission penalties.
The three models highlighted are:

*
*

Model A – points-based penalty

In addition to
highlighting
fraudulent and
scam emails,
HMRC highlights
its genuine
communications

and whether the claimant itself is a
managed service company provider
under the relevant tax legislation,
the Commissioners for Her Majesty’s
Revenue and Customs (‘HMRC’)
issued an information notice to the
claimant under the Finance Act 2008.
As a result, the claimant provided
HMRC with some information and

Model B – regular review of

documents. In an appeal against

compliance

the penalties imposed because the
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information and documents were

Law

Finance Act 2017

incomplete, the First-tier Tribunal

Companies House powers

Finance Bill was starting its progression

information notice was invalid and

Guidance on reporting fraud to

through parliament but, with members

therefore the penalties could not

Companies House covers what

of parliament backing the motion (by

stand. Consequently, HMRC returned

Companies House can and can’t do,

522 to 13) on holding an early general

the documents to the claimant and

who you should report fraud to, and

election on 8 June, as required by the

undertook not to rely on them.

fraud and scams Companies House

Fixed-Term Parliaments Act, one of

knows about.

the consequences was the removal of

2. In this rolled up hearing for judicial
review ordered by Langstaff J, the

The guidance starts by explaining

contentious clauses within the bill and

claimant’s case is that HMRC (1)

that Companies House can only assist

the issuing of a much-reduced revised

must delete or destroy information

with issues that involve forms filed at

bill. This progressed through parliament

provided in response to the

Companies House. It highlights that,

before it was dissolved and the much-

information notice and work product

where identity theft has occurred, its

shortened bill has received royal assent.

derived from the information and

powers are limited and that contact

documentation provided, and (2)

should be made with the police and

still remains in the Finance Act 2017.

must undertake not to make use of

support organisations. It also states

You can see a summary of the steps

the information and work product

that ‘if your complaint is about the

required to calculate the amount of

for any future purpose. HMRC has

conduct of a company or its officers

a ‘deemed direct payment’ that is

refused to do this and contends that

you should contact the Insolvency

treated as being made to the worker

it ought to be able to continue its

Service’, and it provides direct

providing their services in last month’s

enquiry and the separate criminal

reporting links.

issue (bit.ly/AB-tech-0517). There was a

investigation it has launched. An

The Insolvency Service highlights

‘IR 35 in the public sector’ regrettably

slight amendment to the bill to correct

important plank of its defence is that

what it can do in the advice it

the ‘public authority’ definition to

the Tribunal had no jurisdiction to

provides and states that ‘Companies

remove some private sector businesses

decide that the information notice

House deals with complaints about

(pharmacies and opticians) that fell

was invalid.

companies that fail to file their

within the original definition because

annual accounts or confirmation

they provide services on behalf of the

for determination are (1) whether

statements (previously annual returns),

National Health Service. See bit.ly/fb17-7.

the Tribunal was stopped or

or file fraudulent documents’. It

otherwise lacked jurisdiction to

also highlights that ‘If you suspect a

Tax Digital for Business, including all

consider the issue of the information

company of breaking the law on the

the clauses and schedules of the basic

notice’s validity; (2) the status of the

filing of documents, email the details

framework, was removed from the bill.

Tribunal’s findings in this judicial

to enquiries@companieshouse.gov.uk.’

This included schedules 5 and 25 plus

review if it lacked jurisdiction;

More information at bit.ly/CH-powers.

clauses 19, 20 and 120 to 122. These

3. Among the issues which arise

The primary legislation for Making

(3) whether HMRC’s retention of

related to Making Tax Digital, provision

information and work product is in

about the calculation of the profits

breach of the rights of the claimant

of a trade, profession or vocation or

or its clients under Article 8 of the
European Convention on Human
Rights (‘ECHR’ or ‘the Convention’);
and (4) whether in any event the
court should refuse it relief as a
matter of discretion.’
The decision of the court was to dismiss
the company’s application with the
statement that ‘In my clear view there

56

We highlighted last month that the

(Tax) (‘the Tribunal’) held that the

A number
of powers,
budgets and
responsibilities
are passed to
new combined
authority mayors

a property business, in particular the
calculation of profits on the cash basis
and also digital recordkeeping.
Before parliament was dissolved
the government issued its reply to the
questions raised by the House of Lords
Economic Affairs Finance Bill SubCommittee. This followed the committee
questioning the cost-to-business

is no basis for granting the relief the

assumptions and calling for government

claimant seeks’.

to delay the scheme until 2020 to allow
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for a full pilot. ACCA evidence is quoted

for an additional payment of up to 2p in

several times (bit.ly/hl-mtd). It is clear in

the pound from local businesses to raise

the reply from the government that they

funds for infrastructure projects that will

are ‘committed to the digital future of

promote economic development. Find

the tax system’ and will ‘pursue Making

out more at bit.ly/devo-mayors.

Tax Digital measures in a Finance Bill in
the next Parliament’. Recognising the

Employment law factsheets

concerns raised, the letter also states that

The suite of employment law factsheets

‘all elements of Making Tax Digital will be

and suggested templates has been

fully tested before mandation’. See bit.

updated. The member employment

ly/lords-eafbsc. A summary of the clauses

guides have also been updated. Both

removed from the bill can be seen in In

are available for use by members of

Practice magazine: bit.ly/ip-0517.

ACCA free of charge.

Trademarks

in-depth information on current

The Intellectual Property Office has

employment law matters, while the

updated and reissued Unofficial

guides are designed to assist members

Consolidated version Trade Mark Act

who are providing information within

1994 as amended, which consolidates

the businesses they work in or members

changes made to the act to date to allow

who provide information to clients.

The factsheets provide more

The employment factsheets cover

for a current view. See bit.ly/ipo-tma94.
There is also a similar unofficial
consolidated text of the Copyright,
Designs and Patents Act 1988 and the
Patents Act 1977 to allow for a current
view of those acts: see bit.ly/cdpa-88
and bit.ly/patents77.

Devolution in England
Following the mayoral elections in
May a number of powers, budgets and
responsibilities are passed from central
government to new combined authority
mayors in six regions across England:

*
*
*
*
*
*

the following:

*
*
*
*
*
*

the probationary employee

*
*
*
*

unlawful discrimination

working time
age discrimination
dealing with sickness
managing performance
disciplinary, dismissal and grievance
procedures
redundancy
settlement offers
family-friendly rights.

As stated, the guides provide practical

Cambridgeshire and Peterborough

advice. As an example, one guide

Greater Manchester

covers employees who work from home

Liverpool City Region

and highlights the practical issues

Tees Valley

that need to be considered, including

West Midlands

areas such as technology, contact and

West of England.

consideration of contracts.

The powers include representing their
regions; improving employment and
skills, for example, by giving grants to
encourage and help local businesses
to employ apprentices; and improving
certain infrastructure, through, for
example (under the Local Government
Finance Bill currently making its way
through parliament), the ability to ask

Factsheets and guides can be
found at bit.ly/ACCA-fact.

AB

More information
The Technical Advisory team can be
contacted on 020 7059 5920 or at
advisory@accaglobal.com. The team
provides business, technical and ethical
advice for ACCA members
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Easing into leasing
Halfway through the implementation period for the IASB’s leases standard,
Kathryn Donkersley looks at some of the activities lessees have been focusing on
The International Accounting Standards

The new standard includes a

which a lessee applies today’s finance

Board (IASB) issued IFRS 16, Leases,

number of optional practical expedients

lease accounting. This model is already

in January 2016, with an effective

to make the transition process easier.

familiar to many companies. However,

date of 1 January 2019. The new IFRS

For example, a lessee can choose not

what has changed is that the accounting

standard will replace IAS 17, Leases,

to restate its comparative information

for leases previously classified as

and introduce significant changes to

when it first applies IFRS 16. Other

operating leases becomes a lot more

lessee accounting.

options include not applying IFRS 16

critical when IFRS 16 is applied. Before,

to leases ending within 12 months of

judgments made about a lessee’s

the classification of leases as either

the date of initial application, and a

operating leases typically affected only

operating or finance leases for a lessee

simplified approach for measuring right-

the notes to the financial statements.

and instead requires a lessee to account

of-use assets on transition.

However, when IFRS 16 is applied, those

Most notably, IFRS 16 eliminates

for almost all leases similarly to today’s
finance leases.

A lessee can also use two optional
recognition exemptions for short-

same judgments will affect the primary
financial statements.

The accounting for
leases previously
classified as
operating leases
becomes a lot
more critical when
IFRS 16 is applied

The first challenge for a lessee

term leases of 12 months or less, and

implementing IFRS 16 is the transition

for leases of low-value assets such as

and termination options in a lease. The

from today’s accounting. When a lessee

telephones, desktop computers and

principle in IFRS 16 hasn’t changed

first applies IFRS 16, it will recognise a

small items of office furniture. If a lessee

compared to IAS 17; the lease term

right-of-use asset and lease liability for

chooses to use these exemptions, it

includes the period covered by an

almost all leases previously classified as

accounts for the exempt leases similarly

extension or termination option if the

operating leases. This requires a lessee

to today’s operating leases. These

lessee is ‘reasonably certain’ to take the

to identify all relevant contracts, and to

exemptions can provide cost relief on

longer lease term. Applying both IAS

record and input all of the necessary

transition and are applicable on an

17 and IFRS 16, a lessee is reasonably

data into the accounting system. This

ongoing basis.

certain to exercise an extension option

will time-consuming for many lessees,

58

One example of this is extension

in a lease if there is a good economic

particularly those that have high volumes

On-balance-sheet

reason to do so. For example, this

of leases or currently decentralise the

At a high level, IFRS 16 in essence

might be due to favourable lease

management of operating leases.

increases the population of leases to

rentals compared to market, or because
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it would be difficult for the lessee to

application. Perhaps even more

an asset of similar value to the right-

source an alternative asset.

important, lessees need to manage

of-use asset, and on similar contractual

stakeholder expectations in advance

terms. In some cases, a lessee will have

is that the outcome of a reasonably

of applying IFRS 16. For example, if a

information about relevant borrowing

certain assessment matters a lot more

lessee expects any changes in lease

costs and will be able to determine this

than it did before. Take, for example, a

commitments because of applying

rate without difficulty. However, this

five-year property lease with an optional

additional rigour, then making the

won’t always be the case.

three-year extension. Today, if the lessee

necessary changes to disclosures

decides that it is reasonably certain to

now will help to manage investor

property lease. The lessee may not

extend the lease, this will typically affect

expectations about what it will

have any similar borrowings with 20-

only the operating lease commitment

recognise on the balance sheet in 2019.

year repayment terms and may not

What is different applying IFRS 16

Consider, for example, a 20-year

be able to determine the rate that it

note, which will include three years
more lease payments than it would have

New requirements

could obtain for such a borrowing.

done otherwise. Applying IFRS 16, the

Another area that lessees are spending

Consequently, in determining the

additional three years’ worth of lease

time on is establishing an appropriate

discount rate, the lessee will need to

payments will increase lease liabilities

discount rate for each of today’s

think about other ways of determining

and right-of-use assets on the lessee’s

operating leases. This is a piece of new

an appropriate rate. The lessee might

balance sheet.

information needed to apply IFRS 16

talk to its team that negotiated the

but that, for operating leases, was not

lease to identify the factors used to

needed to apply IAS 17.

assess whether the pricing of the lease

For this reason, many lessees expect
to apply more rigour to the application

was reasonable. Alternatively, the
lessee might think about starting with
an observable rate, such as a relevant
property yield, and consider how that
observable rate needs to be adjusted
to reflect the lessee’s risk profile and
specific contractual terms.
There is a recurring theme across
all lessee implementation activities:
the benefits of starting as early as
possible. The board gave a three-year
implementation period between issuing
IFRS 16 and its mandatory effective
date. We are now halfway through
that period. Lessees already working
on implementation have highlighted

of the reasonably certain assessment for

In some cases, establishing the

lease extension and termination options

appropriate discount rate for a lease will

the importance of starting the process

when IFRS 16 is applied. As part of

be straightforward. This will be the case

with enough time to establish and

implementation activities, some lessees

when a lessee has enough information

implement the best possible transition

are applying this additional rigour

about how the lessor priced the contract

approach for their lease portfolio. This

now when preparing operating lease

to determine the interest rate implicit in

includes assessing transition options,

commitment note disclosures, rather

the lease.

dealing with the practical aspects

than waiting until 2019. This approach
has several benefits.
From a purely practical perspective,

If the rate implicit in a lease cannot

of implementation and managing

be readily determined, IFRS 16 requires

stakeholder expectations in advance of

a lessee to instead use its incremental

adopting the new standard.

AB

ensuring that operating lease data

borrowing rate for that lease. In simple

is complete and robust now means

terms, the incremental borrowing rate

Kathryn Donkersley is senior technical

there is one fewer piece of work

for a lease is the rate that a lessee would

manager at the International Accounting

needed around the time of initial

need to pay to borrow funds to obtain

Standards Board
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It was a swift climbdown for the
chancellor; after proclaiming the need
for a fairer system of taxing work in
his first and last spring Budget, Philip
Hammond has been left to ponder
his options and consider whether
it is possible to tweak the national
insurance and income tax systems so
that tax policy does not drive business
structure. A new government, with
a new mandate and new manifesto
commitments, could renew the debate.
The original plan was
straightforward: increase Class 4
National Insurance contributions
(NICs) paid by the self-employed to
11%, leaving a small amount of wiggle
room to allow for remaining benefit
differences between the employed
and self-employed. By closing the
gap, Hammond had hoped to take tax
business structure out of the equation

CPD

so that individuals who wanted to
start up their own business did so
purely because they were driven by an
entrepreneurial spirit and not by the
desire to reduce their tax bills.
The attempted raid on national
insurance, combined with a cut in the
dividend allowance, left many working
in the so-called gig economy feeling as
though they had just been branded as
tax avoiders rather than the engines of
economic growth.
However, in fairness to the chancellor,
he had been given this steer by the RSA’s
chief executive Matthew Taylor, who has

Getting in
on the gig
After the government’s U-turn on NI contributions, tax
advisers are wondering if unintended consequences
are the inevitable result of a complex tax code

60

been tasked by the government to chair
a review of modern employment. In his
Budget speech, Hammond said: ‘[Taylor]
is clear that differences in tax treatment
are a key driver behind the trends we
are observing.’ Part of the Taylor review
will focus on moving away from taxing
forms of employment differently to
taxing labour more consistently. As
Taylor himself says: ‘The goal here is
to reduce the incentives for business
models and forms of employment
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driven not by productivity or the desire

has directly affected the way businesses

for individual flexibility but by the

structure themselves. When Gordon

that push people in one direction, and

attempt to avoid paying tax or meeting

Brown was chancellor he famously

another set that push them in another

employment entitlements.’

introduced the 0% rate of corporation

direction, the government cannot

tax for the first £10,000 of profit from

complain if people legitimately follow

In a recent report (A tough gig? The

2002 to 2005. As is well known, this led

the route that suits their circumstances

nature of self-employment in 21st
Century Britain and policy implications),
the thinktank argues that one of the key
drivers of the growth in self-employment
has been the tax advantages enjoyed by
the self-employed.
But the foundation also observes
differences in behaviour between those
it describes as in ‘privileged’ work –
for instance law, IT and management
consultancy – and those it describes
as in ‘precarious’ roles: cleaners,
hairdressers and, of course, taxi drivers.
By splitting those working in the
gig economy into these two camps,
the foundation argues that tax is a
much bigger driver in the rise in selfemployment among the privileged.

to a rash of incorporations. In 2002-03

best,’ Bull says. ‘Unless there is an overall

(when the corporation tax ‘starting rate’

plan, I don’t think that tax incentives used

was reduced to 0%), just over 320,000

to change public behaviour will always

new companies were created, up almost

achieve a good outcome.’

The Resolution Foundation agrees.

Of course, Hammond also had one very
large eye on the revenue he thinks the
government is missing out on as a result

that the current debate over diesel car

distributed profits in 2004-05, the number

engines encapsulates this. Government

of new companies created per financial

incentives had driven people towards

year fell by around 54,000 from 387,000 in

diesel engines, but this policy was based

2003-04 to 333,000 in 2004-05.

on what now appears to be incomplete
data. Now drivers face the possibility of
pollution charges in major cities, though
some may hold out replacing their
vehicles until the government introduces

‘The government
doesn’t want
tax to have a
neutral effect on
behaviour – they
are continually
tinkering’

incentives such as a scrappage scheme.
‘You could see how people reacted
stupendously well originally, only to
realise that we were being encouraged
to do the wrong thing,’ Bull comments.
The plastic bag levy seems to
be equally successful in changing
behaviour, though the jury is still out on
the sugar levy: producers have reacted
by making their products smaller rather

of the gig economy. By 2021-22, the

than increasing prices, but how many

chancellor had hoped his increases in
Class 4 NIC rates to 10% from April 2018

Looking more widely, Bull observes

Following the removal of the 0% rate for

As Roy-Chowdhury says, where

consumers will now be tempted to buy
multipacks of their favourite sweets?

and 11% from April 2019 would have

there are differences between

brought in more than £2bn. But even

corporation tax rates, which –

here, the Treasury acknowledged that

depending on the result of the general

the jury is also out on the chancellor’s

this might not have been the case, as

election – are set to move down to 17%

next move, though this has been the

the main uncertainty hanging over this

by 2020, and income tax rates, a move

subject of some debate in the run-up

figure related to ‘behavioural responses’.

towards incorporation could still prove

to the general election and beyond

attractive. ‘Where there is a divergence,

among all political parties. He knows tax

driving the debate. ‘The government

there will always be decisions required

can influence behaviour, but previous

doesn’t want tax to have a neutral effect

of individuals about whether to

manifesto commitments and backbench

on behaviour – they are continually

incorporate,’ he says.

pressures in this case could have an even

And it is this ‘behaviour’ that is

tinkering,’ says ACCA’s head of tax Chas

‘People who have this flexibility will

Roy-Chowdhury. ‘They can’t start with

form companies,’ agrees George Bull,

a clean sheet of paper so we will now

senior tax partner at RSM. Bull argues

always have an interaction between

that it is easy to criticise people who

tax and political bias.’

follow that route, but the onus is on the

Of course, there have been
numerous occasions when tax policy

government to get the legislation right,
and if it isn’t right, to correct it.

And returning to business structure,

greater influence on his own behaviour.

AB

Philip Smith, journalist
More information
Get CPD units by answering questions
on this article at accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Behavioural economics

90,000 from just over 230,000 in 2001-02.

‘If there are taxes and allowances
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The view from
Yogesh Patel FCCA, tax adviser at Godley & Co and
member of ACCA’s practitioners’ network panel

44%
The ratio of stakeholders viewing

After two years working

to four exams per sitting.

internal audit as ‘contributing

for an investment fund I

I pushed myself but the

significant value’ fell

joined PwC’s corporate

rewards were worth it.

year on year from

finance team. I wanted to

54% to 44% in

be a hands-on adviser rather

After seven years at a Big

2017, the lowest

than analysing from the

Four firm, I joined Godley

level in five years.

outside as a fund manager.

& Co. This allowed me to

Source: PwC

I enjoyed the excitement of

focus on what I enjoy most

buying and selling businesses on behalf

– advising start-ups, family-owned SMEs

Costly errors

of our clients.

and high net worth individuals – and to

Almost half of small businesses have

have a better work/life balance. Clients

lost money through self-assessment

I moved into PwC’s restructuring team

include fashion, tech, pharma and

submission errors, a survey of a thousand

in 2009 as the world was still coming to

property businesses. I am also heavily

firms by accounting software provider

terms with the financial crash. I briefly

involved in practice management,

Pandle has revealed. The losses came

worked on Lehman Brothers – still an

staffing issues, IT and marketing.

either from HMRC fines, or by paying

active case today – and worked with

more tax than was due. While 41% of

many distressed companies, helping

We regularly receive referrals from

owners said they had not lost money

turn them around and avoid liquidation.

clients, but networking is key. I spend

from self-assessment errors, 10% were

around 30% of my time fostering

unsure about this.

I worked away from home frequently,

new clients. I am editor of a property

which could be challenging. In 2012

magazine, which maintains my profile

Baldwins’ buying spree

I was in Poland but dashed home to see

in that sector, and I set up a networking

The Baldwins accountancy group has

my wife perform in a rehearsal for the

group with three other businesses.

made a number of acquisitions to

London Olympics opening ceremony.

expand its operations, including Welsh
Technology is changing the landscape

firm KTS Owens Thomas, with offices in

During this time I studied for my ACCA

for both practices and SMEs. It seems

Cardiff Bay and Aberdare. Two of Burton

Qualification. I achieved this in just over

change is the only constant. Making Tax

Sweet’s offices in Gloucester have also

two years, in my own time and taking up

Digital will be a significant disruptor but

been acquired, though its other offices

also an opportunity.

will remain independent. In addition,
Baldwins has bought Newcastle-based

Switching from
a Big Four firm
allowed me to
focus on what I
enjoy most and to
have a better worklife balance

I play a part in shaping ACCA’s policies

CTC, which describes itself as one of the

as a member of the practitioners’

UK’s fastest-growing accountancy firms.

network panel. I enjoy talking to
accountants across the country. It

Vectura appoints KPMG

supports my personal growth, too.

FTSE 250 company Vectura has named
KPMG as its new auditor, following a

Outside of work, fitness and family

competitive tender. Deloitte had been

keep me feeling fulfilled. I love cycling

the auditor since 2007. Micro Focus

and did London to Paris in 24 hours.

International has also appointed KPMG

As a father of two young children, I

after a tender. PwC had been auditor

rush home for bath and bedtime, and

since the company’s IPO in 2005.

continue working after that.

AB
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The
early
movers
There’s a new breed of
tech-savvy, growth-focused
practice on the rise that
embraces innovation and
young talent. Time to throw
out the wood panelling?

Practices that have set up in the past

exactly the sort of work and perception

Huerta, who set up Soaring Falcon

few years are mounting a revolution.

that the new breed want to move away

Accountancy in 2015. ‘To a small firm, all

Early movers embracing the cloud

from. They want to add value for clients

clients are key to growth, so we go the

are setting up as tech-first devotees.

in real time, using automation and

extra mile. Also, it will take larger firms

They sense a desire from the growing

sophisticated software. They want to

longer to move their archaic systems to

numbers of freelancers, contract

develop closer relationships and enjoy

the cloud.’

workers, consultants, entrepreneurs

the bigger margins to be found in these

and SMEs for approachable

new ways of operating.

accountants who provide more than

that is caused by technology. ‘It’s made

face of competition from much larger

it a lot more fun than it was years ago,

firms. ‘Clients don’t tend to get the

when I thought about quitting. Thanks

as it used to be given the regulatory

close relationship with a big practice,

to the cloud and technology in general,

changes and competition. Besides, it is

they’re just a number,’ says Alex Falcon

it’s become a lot more interesting.’

just the year-end numbers.
Audit work is no longer as enticing

64

And they can be fearless in the

For Huerta, a key catalyst in setting
up her own business was the disruption
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accountant. Depending on whether it’s a

But, Hickmott warns, it will

of the eponymous practice, with

small, medium or large firm, you have to

also make the marketplace for

three offices in Scotland, became

adapt your role or your service.’

accountants very competitive. ‘I

Similarly, Faith Simpson, owner

disillusioned with the profession while at

And with HMRC’s Making Tax Digital

foresee compareyouraccountant.com –

an established firm. She was put off by

programme, auto-enrolment pensions

horrendous, I know, but it will happen.

an outdated management style and the

and increasing compliance, companies

This is why you have to be adding value

old boys’ network. ‘It just wasn’t me,’

require closer relationships – something

– it will get more competitive.’

she says. ‘But I rediscovered my passion

these agile and cloud-based practices

for accountancy and for helping people

believe they can accommodate.

and businesses. Clients would see their
accountant once a year in their big

There are other threats too on the
horizon for firms targeting the self-

‘There are a lot of positives out

employed and SMEs. Andrew Morrison,

there, but you have to embrace them,’

director of the Glasgow firm Morrisons,

swanky offices and not understand what

says: ‘With practices moving online,

they were saying; I speak in layman’s

there is a potential market of 65 million

terms. My mission statement is to be
the most approachable accountancy
practice in Scotland.’
She opened a new HQ in March, in
a workspace shared with tech startups
in Edinburgh’s hip New Town. The
YouTube video of the launch party has
already had 6,000 views – impressive
marketing for a firm that started with a
single flyer-drop in Elgin.
‘Some said Edinburgh would be a

‘We’re trying to
go completely
paperless. Clients
love it. It takes less
time, there’s less
possibility of error.
Technology is one
of our USPs’

people across the UK. Keeping on top
of one set of tax policies is hard, but
with different parts of the UK taking
divergent tax paths, that will become
tougher, and the target market could
reduce from 65 million to five million.’
Tackling your clients’ challenges is
a way to retain them. An ideal client for
Morrison would be a company using
outdated IT systems. ‘We could go
in and streamline their services, get
them on to the cloud, not just for their

hard nut to crack because it’s like a little

finances but for their data storage.’

village and everyone knows everyone,

These new firms are growth-focused

but there is a massive need for

says Hickmott. ‘With technology and

somebody to come in and shake things

filing becoming mandatory, you have to

and want to invest in young local talent.

up. Clients need somewhere they can

offer an electronically based service.’

‘Some people coming out of school

drop in and have a chat. It’s not stuffy,

‘We’re completely cloud-based,’

are shunning the university route,’ says

says Simpson. ‘We made the move

Simpson. ‘They want to start earning

about five years ago. It means flexibility

and learning, get fast-tracked, then go

almost gone,’ says Christian Hickmott,

for staff. All our clients use Quickbooks

and start their own businesses. They’re

a founder of Integro Accounting,

and Receipt Bank. We’re trying to go

technologically savvy, they’re all over

which has three offices in southern

completely paperless. Clients love it. It

social media, and that is where we want

England, and plans to open three more

takes less time, there’s less possibility

to be.’

within four years. ‘You now have to be

of error. Being at the forefront of

the adviser, virtual FD, management

technology is one of our USPs.’

it’s not grey and dull.’
‘The profession of 10 years ago is

AB

Neil Johnson, journalist
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Who’s the boss?
There is an authority vacuum in many firms, with no one really clear about how
decisions are made or who makes them. It’s the stuff of failure, says Derek Smith
That we live in a rapidly changing world

but there are also non-financial

Give us guiding principles

is self-evident. The many fundamental

failures and scandals involving such

Corporate governance is now a

political, social and economic changes

organisations as the Metropolitan Police

high-profile topic, and so are the

that have become routine rarely

and various NHS trusts.

underlying organisational structures

surprise us any more. In a similar vein,

that support governance. Increasingly,

we have probably become immune

common underlying cause. Just as

new generations express their

to the various business misdeeds

inevitably, the answer is yes: the

dissatisfaction with traditional structures

that seem to have become a regular

organisational and governance

and governance, and look for certain

occurrence. Indeed, the last 20 years

structures have failed, with the

guiding principles – namely, democracy,

have been punctuated all too often

interdependency between the two not

accountability, transparency, clarity about

with highly publicised scandals, from

being recognised.

the role of boards or governing bodies,

the collapse of Barings Bank in 1995 to

These events often end up raising

effective performance from the board

the overstatement of profits by Tesco

the issue of what the accountants were

and bodies that deliver organisational

in 2014 (not forgetting Enron in 2001).

actually doing. Surely, people ask, they

purpose and exercise control, and

understand good governance and

above all, boards that act with clear and

organisational structures. Well, do they?

understood integrity.

These failures are often highlighted
because of their financial implications,
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Fully embracing some of these

Organisational structure improves

principles may be a bridge too far for

operational efficiency by providing

the average accountancy firm. All too

clarity at all levels of a firm.

often firms are so far removed from

Frequently there is an attempt to

Meanwhile the executive body must:

*

manage and use resources to
optimise potential

*

be accountable in a way that is

*

be flexible enough to influence and

these principles that their organisational

embody the management structure

and governance structures remain a

in the partnership or shareholder

significant mystery not only to members

agreement, but all too often this deals

of the broader team but also to those in

with particular transactions and is

The executive body has three key roles

senior positions in a firm.

unwittingly breached almost daily. Nor

to play in leading the firm, covering

is it uncommon for decisions to be

the fiduciary, strategic and generative

questions along the lines of ‘who

unanimous on the assumption that this

spheres. For many firms the fiduciary

decides how you do things here?’ are

is the most democratic model (when it

role becomes dominant, with the

met with bemusement. Much of this

is, in fact, probably the least).

emphasis being on short-term financial

All too often seemingly simple

is down to the historic atmosphere of

The 1992 Cadbury Report

transparent and understandable
adapt to change in the environment.

issues rather than the longer-term

secrecy common in many firms, but

defined governance as ‘the system

strategic issues confronting the firm. It

much is still based on a ‘need to know’

by which organisations are directed

is not uncommon for partnerships to

approach to information availability held

and controlled… and relate to

have at least one person in a leadership

dear in many firms. However, the view of

their communities’. In effect then,

role who envisages their role as more

who needs to know what may be based

governance is all about leadership.

check than balance, and who consumes

on some antediluvian attitudes.

energy rather than creates it in an

Clearly, various factors differentiate

executive role.

small business operations from large

The three key roles should operate

business operations. One of them

It is not uncommon
for partnerships
to have at least
one person in a
leadership role
who envisages
their role as more
check than balance

is the implementation of a formal
organisational structure. That said,
organisational structure is important
for any business to provide guidance
and clarity on specific human resources
issues, such as managerial authority.
The organisational structure should
help the whole team understand how
decisions are made and by whom.

as follows:

*

in many firms, and no one is really clear
on how decisions are made. Too many

So what should the governance

and regulatory compliance,
financial sustainability, and checks
and balances on those who have
management roles

*

strategic, concerned with strategy
and direction, plus a role in
monitoring progress against the
agreed goals

*

Frequently there is an authority vacuum

fiduciary: concerned with legal

generative, having an emphasis on
innovation and creativity as well as
ensuring that there is a clear purpose

people are involved in minor decisions

or organisational structure seek to

and mission for which the firm strives,

while too few are involved in the vital

achieve? Clarity and understanding are

with appropriate values and within an

strategic decisions of the firm. The

fundamental requirements, but it is also

title of ‘manager’ is often used in firms

important to determine the aims of the

Is your firm fit for purpose in this regard?

despite those holding it managing little

governance or organisational structure,

Who makes the decisions and how are

beyond a work file.

where there are a number of key

they made? In our experience, many

elements. The organisation must have:

firms need help to address this issue,

*

clarity about objectives, vision,

which can be extremely challenging for

mission and values

those who have previously been able

*

efficient structures, policies and

to make decisions that may have suited

procedures

them rather than the organisation.

Who does what?
Without a formal organisational
structure, the team may find it difficult
to know to whom they officially report in
different situations, and it may become
unclear exactly who has the final
responsibility for what.

*

appropriate culture.

AB

a clearly identifiable executive body,
with the right balance of skills and

Derek Smith is a senior consultant at

experiences.
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75%

The view from
Hannah Oluwa ACCA, capital accountant for Guy’s and
St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust and creative creature

The proportion of OECD countries

that have adopted accrual accounting

Most of my days are hectic,

I am also assisting project

for year-end financial reports.

but rewarding thanks to

managers in meeting

Source: IFAC and OECD

my amazing team and the

increased savings targets

people I work with. Every

and dealing with complex

day is different, which makes

accounting treatments

it very enjoyable. There is a

and transactions.

variety of tasks, which cover

Six-figure club expands

both management and

I have been closely involved

financial accounts, so I am developing

with Future-Focused Finance (FFF),

At least 2,314 council employees were

expertise in new fields. I deal with

which is supported by NHS England,

paid more than £100,000 in the 2015/16

budgets of millions of pounds, which is

the Department of Health, NHS

year, according to research from the

exciting and makes me feel valued.

Improvement and other partners (see

staff were paid more than £150,000.

My primary role as the trust’s capital

the primary benefit of FFF has been

John O’Connell, chief executive of

accountant is to look after its land and

moving towards more flexible working.

the lobby group, says: ‘Many town

buildings. The Guy’s and St Thomas’

All staff have been given laptops, which

hall bosses are continuing to pocket

NHS Foundation Trust’s newly built

has made it easier to work flexibly and

huge remuneration packages, with the

cancer treatment centre at Guy’s

more closely with project managers in

number of people on six-figure deals

provides high-quality care – 90% of

their locations. This has also resulted

actually going up since last year. There

patients rate the care they receive

in saving a lot of desk space and office

are talented people in the public sector

there as excellent or very good. As

rental costs, and made the finance

who are trying to deliver more for less,

a capital accountant for the cancer

section more modern in its approach.

but the sheer scale of these packages

treatment centre project, I ensured that

The FFF programme has also helped me

raises serious questions about efficiency

all purchases and transactions were

to work closely with project managers

and priorities.’

completed within the allocated budget.

and provide assistance in meeting the

IR35 alert

My major challenge currently is the

targets of £64m, and in reducing water

Public sector contractors have

completion of the financial year-end.

consumption by 20%.

also AB April 2017, page 68). For me

TaxPayers’ Alliance. And 539 of those

trust’s overall savings and efficiency

been advised by the Association of
Independent Professionals and the
Self-Employed (IPSE) to check their
IR35 status. The advice was issued after
HMRC stepped up its campaign against
disguised self-employment in the public
sector. Starting from the current tax year,
public sector bodies must determine
the IR35 status of people engaged to
work for them. There are reports that
public bodies have been deterred from
using self-employed contractors in case
they breach IR35 rules.

My advice to those who are starting

For me the primary
benefit of FutureFocused Finance
has been moving
towards more
flexible working.
All staff have been
given laptops

out in their careers is to aim to be
the best in whatever you do. Be
diligent and have passion in your
chosen field. My biggest professional
achievement has been completing my
ACCA Qualification alongside family
responsibilities while also holding down
a demanding role.
Outside of work I enjoy doing anything
creative. I love fashion, I am creative
and I love shopping!
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CPD

Tech to the rescue
The public sector is showing that it can be just as innovative as the private sector in
leveraging technology to streamline transaction processes and cut costs
Innovation now sits at the heart of how

The use of blockchain – a distributed

delivery of public and private services,’

the public sector is redefining itself,

ledger technology that makes use of

Walport explains. ‘It could redefine the

focusing as it must on doing more for

shared records – is moving forward

relationship between government and

less. Fintech developments are central

rapidly (see AB, April 2017, page

the citizen in terms of data sharing,

to this reinvention.

39). Blockchain not only provides an

transparency and trust, and make a

undeletable audit trail of transactions,

leading contribution to the government’s

scientific adviser to the government,

it also offers faster transactions,

digital transformation plan.’

suggested the public sector should take

greater efficiency, lower cost and the

on board four new technologies:

elimination of system weak points. It

government and public sector, agrees:

*
*
*
*

machine learning/cognitive computing

could revolutionise record-keeping in

‘Blockchain is set to have a huge impact

digital currencies/blockchain

the public sector.

on the public sector. It can enable the

In a 2016 report, Mark Walport, chief

70

big data analytics
distributed systems.

‘Distributed ledger technology
has the potential to transform the

Darra Singh, EY’s head of

delivery of a wide variety of services, such
as collecting taxes, delivering benefits,
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issuing documents and recording
properties in a more effective way.
‘On a practical level, it can reduce

DeepMind
An NHS collaboration with artificial intelligence research company DeepMind is

operational costs by simplifying

another example of the UK public sector’s engagement in state-of-the-art innovation

transaction processing and increasing

– in this case applying artificial intelligence to smartphone apps.

its speed, as well as improving customer

Last November, DeepMind entered into a five-year partnership with the Royal

service and experience by reducing

Free London NHS Foundation Trust to develop a mobile clinical app called Streams.

administrative burdens, and also

This app is intended to ensure that the right clinician attends the right patient at the

prevent fraud – especially with regards

right time. The technology notifies nurses and doctors immediately when test results

to money laundering.

show a patient is at risk of becoming seriously ill, and provides the information they

‘The government has an important
role to play in unlocking the potential

need to take action. It should speed up the time it takes for clinicians to attend and
treat patients, and improve health professionals’ time management.

of blockchain. It should act as an early

As the app develops, more features will be added, including advanced clinical

adopter and also facilitate its adoption

task management. Critics have complained about access to patient-identifiable data

through creating regulatory frameworks,

by commercial businesses.

setting standards to ensure security
and privacy, as well as building trust
have got it, that you haven’t altered it,

it could improve payments accuracy and

blockchain systems.’

that you haven’t used it twice and that

reduce the cost of fraud and error. Critics

you have paid for it. Another example

fear the app will allow ‘Big Brother’

financial services at CGI, a business

that CGI is looking at in the UK is in

monitoring of claimants’ spending

process provider, adds: ‘A number

the criminal justice system, where data

patterns, but the DWP says that it cannot

of people think there are a greater

is exchanged – you have to prove

access the trial data. Work and pensions

number of applications in other sectors,

someone has got the data, that it has

minister Lord Henley reported to

including the public sector, than in

not been altered, and also ensure that it

parliament on the trial in March. He said:

the financial services. It is an issue of

has not been destroyed.’

‘The initial independent assessment of

Jerry Norton, vice president of

maturity. In financial services we have

Disc (previously known as Govcoin)

the small-scale trial has been positive.’
Disc is also being used by

been looking at this for three and a half

is using blockchain in a trial for

years, so we understand where we can

volunteers who receive benefits from

Commonwealth countries to combat

use it and where not, but in the public

the Department for Work and Pensions

cross-border crime. Its app creates a

sector it is a lot less mature. We have

(DWP). Participants can download an

secure messaging system to help law

only just embarked on it.

app that improves their capacity to

enforcement and prosecutors in the

manage their money by allocating it

different countries to co-operate more

applications that are widely distributed

to ‘virtual jam jars’. Disc says that if the

effectively on criminal investigations

to different parties who may not belong

project moves beyond the pilot phase,

by providing a secure and fast

‘Blockchain lends itself to

communication platform.

to the same organisation. They are

Many public services are essentially

often not frequent transactions for one
individual but a lot of transactions, and
you have to prove that someone’s got it.
‘One example that CGI has been
looking at in the US is healthcare and
prescriptions. Paper prescriptions can
be altered and there are payment
processes around these where there
can be fraudulent issues. A blockchain
application means it can effectively
digitise the document, create a hashtag
for it, move it around electronically and
prove through the blockchain that you

‘A blockchain
application can
digitise a paper
prescription and
prove the patient
has got it, hasn’t
altered or reused it,
and has paid for it’

transactions of various types, which
means that blockchain has massive
potential for improving efficiency.

AB

Paul Gosling, journalist
More information
Mark Walport’s report, Distributed
Ledger Technology: beyond block
chain, is available at bit.ly/walport
Get CPD units by answering questions
on this article at accaglobal.com/abcpd
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The book-keeper
Jayne King FCCA is, in her own words, not the most traditional head of finance, but she
is making great strides in addressing the funding challenges facing the British Library
A nation’s identity and culture is
reflected in the words generated by its

i

people. That is why the British Library’s
collection, which ranges from Magna

£117.8m

Carta to a copy of every newspaper

Income for 2015/16

through its exhibitions

*
*

learning
international partnership.

Keating also instigated a restructure
of the library’s senior management,

that was published in the UK today,
is so vital. It is, in its own words, the

£93m

replacing a team of directors with a

‘custodian of the nation’s memory’.

Grant in aid from Department for

linear structure where the chief librarian

Culture, Media and Sport

is responsible for the collection,

The collection is housed in 14
floors of its Grade I-listed building in

research, learning and international

St Pancras, London, and at a former

£13.8m

engagement, while a chief operating

ordnance factory in Boston Spa, West

Provision of services

officer holds responsibility for

Yorkshire. The total collection exceeds

commercial services and administration.

150 million separate items; if you were to

£9.9m

look at five of them every day, it would

Voluntary income, including grants

of finance, was brought in immediately

take you 80,000 years to see everything.

and donations

after this restructure and is now the most

Collating, preserving and making

Jayne King, the British Library’s head

senior finance officer in the organisation,

the collection available to the public is

£1m

advising the CEO and board. ‘The senior

expensive but very necessary work. The

Investment income

team is now made up of strategic people

library costs around £120m a year to run,

from diverse disciplines,’ she says. ‘We

80% of which is met by funding from

150 million

have collective responsibility for running

the Department of Media, Culture and

Items held at the British Library,

the business.’

Sport. In these days of austerity, though,

including 14 million books

its finances have inevitably come under

For King, the new role meant
taking on a wide remit that includes

pressure; its budget has been cut by

718km

legal and contract services, corporate

34% since 2010.

Amount of shelving

procurement, risk and employee

As a result, the British Library has

services (including payroll, HR and

taken a long, hard look at its structure

1.6 million

pensions). As the library was in the

and operations in recent years. In 2011 it

Onsite visitors

midst of a fundamental restructuring, it

published a strategic plan to set a path

was a baptism of fire: ‘On my first day

through the digital revolution, including

3 million

I was scenario-planning how we could

a project to save every British website

Online consultations of its collection

manage with 30% less funding than we

(representing one billion web pages)

a year

had,’ she says.

into its digital memory. In 2012 a new

King joined the library after a career

chief executive, Roly Keating, joined the
library and one of his first tasks was to

that spanned Harrogate College, York

*
*
*

custodianship

St John University, Housing 21 and

research

the finance director role at the West

business: last year, 6,300

Yorkshire Probation Trust. ‘I wanted to

entrepreneurs and small business

be an accountant since I was a child,’

the library’s remit into six purposes that

owners used the business and IP

she says. ‘I was always the banker when

explain the ways in which its funding

centre at St Pancras

I played Monopoly.’ Her current role,

culture: to engage visitors with

though, is more strategic and varied

complete a ‘living knowledge’ plan for
2015 to 2023, when the library will mark
its 50th birthday. The plan breaks down

helps to deliver tangible value:

72

memorable cultural experiences

Basics

*
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‘My team isn’t
dramatically
smaller than it
was but it’s more
professional in
its skillsets and
less hierarchical’

than many senior finance positions; King

Another priority was to make sure

at-risk sounds (including Pete Townsend’s
demo recording of Pinball Wizard).

holds an MBA and says it would have

that the finance team reflected the new

been difficult to secure this job without

structure and strategy. ‘The library’s

it. ‘I’m not what you might recognise as

agenda for the next few years is more

split between government funding and

a traditional head of finance,’ she says.

complex and commercial, so we need

commercial income,’ says King. ‘Clearly

the right skills in the right place. My

we still have challenges to come, but

received a four-year flat cash settlement

team isn’t dramatically smaller than

our CEO has a clear plan for what the

as part of the government spending

it was but it’s more professional in its

library will be when it’s 50, and that

review. Ahead of the settlement, a

skillsets and less siloed. And it’s less

drives everything we do. In my mind I’m

comprehensive planning process was

hierarchical.’ The large team is spread

always looking four years ahead.’

put in place to make sure that the

across the two sites in London and

budgets of the strategic leadership

Boston Spa.

In November 2015, the library

team were closely aligned with

Inevitably, the library will have to

‘Ultimately, we’re aiming for a 60/40

It is, though, fulfilling work: ‘It’s the
“foreverness” of the library that’s the
difference for me. We are here for the

the purposes laid out in the ‘living

work to replace lost government funding

greater good, for the things that will

knowledge’ plan. ‘We talked through

with commercial revenue, donations and

be here forever. That really brings out

our ambitions and looked at what we

other grants. It raised over £13m last

the passion in me. I feel a real sense of

could go ahead with and what we could

year from its commercial activities and

pride, working here.’

reduce,’ says King. ‘We always plan for

secured £9.6m of Lottery funding for a

the worst but hope for the best.’

project to save and digitise the nation’s

AB

Liz Fisher, journalist
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Well presented
Nervous about speaking? Eric Fitzpatrick offers tips for engaging with your audience
and conveying complex and technical information in an entertaining way
the edge of space – just as the skydiver

Business presentations can be
daunting. Standing in front of a group
of people who are watching you and
waiting to hear what you have to say
can be a real challenge. When the
subject matter of your presentation
is complex or technical and your
audience is not familiar with it, the
pressure ratchets up even further.
Here are some techniques and
ideas to make complex and technical
presentations more engaging and

People are wired
for stories. They are
in our DNA. They
allow us to create
pictures in our
minds that help us
to understand the
message

easier to understand.

Felix Baumgartner did some years
ago. Your audience clearly imagines
the game of chess and Baumgartner
jumping from space, and can then
contrast the two investments.
People are wired for stories. They
are in our DNA. They allow us to create
pictures in our minds that help us to
understand the message and connect
with the speaker. When a presenter tells
a story, listeners are transported into
their own version of that story, which

First, focus on the audience. Your

makes it easier for them to relate to

presentation is not about you or what

of risk attached to certain types of

you want to say; it’s about your audience

investment. One way to help your

Try to take your audience’s

and what they need to hear. Audiences

audience differentiate between a

temperature regularly. Focus solely

come to a presentation thinking: ‘What’s

capital protection fund and an indexed

on the content you want to deliver,

in this for me?’ Give your audience the

Japanese equity fund would be to

and you will lose them. You will get to

answer to that question and you will

compare each to a level of physical

the end of your presentation and find

keep them engaged.

risk. You might describe the former as

that they switched off shortly after you

being like playing chess with a friend in

started speaking.

Metaphors and similes

Central Park, while the latter would be

The best way to explain abstract

the equivalent of jumping to Earth from

both the speaker and the message.

The way to avoid this is with audience
engagement techniques – something

ideas or technical information is with
metaphors or similes. Comparing
complex or technical subjects with
strong or familiar images will make
them easier to comprehend. Picture
a bicycle, a sunflower or a red
double-decker bus (you’re doing
it now), and images come
easily to mind. By contrast,
terms such as taxation,
derivatives or investment
are difficult to picture.
The key is to connect
the concept to
the image.
Let’s imagine
you want to outline
the different levels
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that generates an internal reaction within
the listener – intellectual, emotional
or physical. The key is to intersperse
engagement techniques throughout your
presentation. Typical techniques include
humour, stories, questions, metaphors,
analogies and getting your audience to
physically do something.
An engaging presentation might
look like this: give some content, then
ask your audience a question. Give
them more content; make them laugh.
Give them more content, then get
them to do some physical activity. Give
them more content; tell them a story.
Apply a ‘content/audience engagement
technique’ format throughout the
presentation to keep people engaged.

One message
Whether you are speaking for five or
45 minutes, remember to give your
listeners one message. Make three to
five points that support this but limit
yourself to one message only. If you
give your audience more than one, you
run the risk of confusing them – and
confused audiences stop listening.
Before you start creating your
presentation, ask yourself the following
question: ‘What do I want my audience
to do or think at the end of this
presentation?’ The answer to that
question will be the message that you
want to get across.
There you have it: ideas that can
help you make complex subjects
engaging and easier to understand, and
get audiences to buy in to you, your
organisation and your message.

AB

Eric Fitzpatrick is the author of Persuade

on Purpose: Create Presentations that
Influence and Engage, published by
Mercier Press
More information
Visit Eric Fitzpatrick’s website at
arkspeakingandtraining.com
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Alliance opportunities
Presidents look ahead to second year of successful collaboration between ACCA and
Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand (CA ANZ)

ACCA president Brian McEnery FCCA and CA ANZ president Cassandra Crowley FCA (third
and fourth from right) are flanked on the right by Helen Brand OBE, ACCA chief executive,
and Lee White, CA ANZ chief executive. On the left (from l to r) is Stephen Heathcote, ACCA’s
executive director, markets; Simon Grant, CA ANZ’s global head of members; Mark Millar
FCCA, ACCA Council member; and Murray Jack FCA, CA ANZ board chair

developing combined

The strategic alliance

designations worldwide,’

between ACCA and

said ACCA president Brian

on a co-brand for joint

strategies that will benefit

Chartered Accountants

McEnery, ‘for example

initiatives: ‘Together we

members and business.

Australia and New Zealand

through joint research – most

believe we can create an

(CA ANZ) has created

recently G20 Public Trust in

enduring impact on the

member CPD resources,

significant value for

Tax (see page 36). We look

future of the profession’.

and teams from both

members and there are

forward to our teams working

further opportunities to be

on further joint research

CA ANZ are considering

further opportunities in

pursued together.

projects – watch this space.’

how teams could work more

this area. And the two

closely in critical markets

bodies are looking at

This was the conclusion

CA ANZ president

ACCA is also working

In addition, ACCA and

The two bodies share

bodies are to explore

of a recent joint meeting

Cassandra Crowley

including Sydney, London,

synergies such as assessing

of senior member

added: ‘We’ve enhanced

Singapore, Malaysia and

opportunities in New

representatives and staff

support and networking

Hong Kong. This important

Zealand in the accounting

in Singapore, ahead of

opportunities, with ACCA

step will also see teams

technician sphere.

the alliance’s one-year

and CA ANZ members

anniversary later this month.

joining each other at events,

‘We discussed how

not just in Australia and New

the strategic alliance has

Zealand, but across Asia and

increased the profile of both

in the UK.’

AB

More information
Read ACCA and CA ANZ’s special joint publication, Reach,
and find alliance CPD resources via accaglobal.com/alliance
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Upcoming events
ACCA has close to 40 member networks across the UK, so you’re never far from an
event run by your professional organisation. Here are highlights of what’s coming up
Events

and give an overview of
career development, from

Late payment roadshows

starting out to making that

*
*

Glasgow, 28 July

move, with highlights of

Southampton,

what employers are really

8 September

looking for. Two case studies

*
*

Hull, 29 September

featuring ACCA members

Swansea, 13 November

will follow, with tips on how

These free roadshows

to progress your career.

provide insights into the
effect of late payments on

Alternative finance for SMEs

businesses and practical

7 June, Colchester, free

advice on how to deal with

Alternative finance provides

late payments and speed up

varied new sources of

collection. The main speaker

finance for SMEs. Equity

– Ashley Smith FCCA, FD of

crowdfunding platforms

CADA Design Group – will

enable firms to access

also participate in a running

pre-IPO equity without

race in each location. Email

involving the stock market.

england.events@accaglobal.

In addition, invoice trading

com for more information.

provides a new source of
short-term finance for SMEs.

Potential impact of Brexit

The ESRC-funded Business

*
*
*
*

Birmingham, 20 June

and Local Government

Milton Keynes, 21 June

Data Research Centre is

Leicester, 22 June

organising a breakfast event

Canterbury, 26 September

to raise awareness of the

ACCA and the Bank of

new funding mechanisms

England are holding a series

at a time when many SMEs

of free events examining the

are struggling to raise funds

potential impact of Brexit on

from traditional sources.

the economy. Discussions
will provide both a world

Old Mill Brewery tour

economic outlook and an

15 June, Snaith, free

assessment of the outlook

Join members to discuss

in the UK.

common issues affecting
corporate and public sectors

78

Starting, developing and

in Yorkshire and the North-

moving roles

East. There will also be a tour

6 June, Fareham, free

of the brewery, and the chance

CMA Recruitment will look

to sample a glass of one of the

at the current job market

award-winning ales.
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Chapel Down tour and

Professional courses

wine tasting
20 June, Canterbury, £12

General tax update

Frazer Thompson, MD

16 June, Ashford, Kent, £155

of the English Wines

This event will include:

Group, will talk about

*

turning Chapel Down into

coverage of recent tax
cases and changes in

an award-winning brand

legislation, including the

that regularly competes

2017 Budget

with the more traditional
wine-making regions of the

*

world. The event includes a
wine-tasting and tour of the
winery and vineyard.
Isle of Man summer lunch
22 June, Douglas, £15
Over lunch, the Isle of
Man Financial Intelligence
Unit’s newly appointed
supervisor Kirsty Knight

business tax update,
including capital
allowances

*
*
*
*
*

NIC, PAYE and benefits
refresher
David Fleming FCCA (right) gets ready to present the
corporate responsibility award to Ian Finch (centre).
The event was hosted by Mark Durden-Smith (left)

salary sacrifice
Making Tax Digital
changes to IR35 in the
public sector
corporation tax update,

Mando scoops CSR award

including changes to

Web agency Mando won the ACCA-sponsored corporate

trading losses.

responsibility award at the Institute of Directors’ North-West

and its operations manager

Director of the Year awards in March. David Fleming FCCA,

Iain MacMillan will talk

Autumn update

managing director of Duff & Phelps in Manchester and chair of

about the recent changes

26-28 October, Manchester,

ACCA’s Manchester Members’ Network, presented the award

within the organisation, what

£1,689 (early-bird discount

to Mando’s managing director Ian Finch.

its functions are and the

before 26 September,

reporting obligations that

£1,589)Our autumn update

they oversee.

offers a flexible programme
that will help delegates

Shape your ACCA

Ask an Expert:

update professional skills,

In the past few months, ACCA has been running a series

FD of Network Rail

have access to expert

of sector-specific focus groups across the UK for members

18 October, Milton Keynes,

speakers, and network with

working in public practice, the corporate sector, financial

£15

like-minded individuals.

services and internal audit. Nearly 200 members attended one

Following reclassification

Choose the most relevant 11

of the 24 meetings in 12 different locations to provide insight

as an arm’s-length central

out of 29 sessions – mix and

into their working lives and the role that ACCA plays.

government body in 2014,

match between

Network Rail retains the

business and finance,

outlined at two webinars:

commercial and operational

taxation and law and
professional development

*

The first (‘Shaping your ACCA focus groups: what members

freedom to manage Britain’s
railway infrastructure within

– to gain maximum benefit
from the conference

*

The second (‘You spoke, ACCA listened – response to cross-

regulatory and control
frameworks. At this event,

programme while

Register for both now at bit.ly/ShapingYourACCA and either

Network Rail FD Anit

fulfilling your annual CPD

join us live or watch on demand at a time of your choosing.

Chandarana FCCA will

requirements. To ensure

answer questions from

topicality, session details will

ACCA’s head of advisory

be confirmed at the end of

Glenn Collins on what it’s like

July. Book your place before

to manage the finances of

then and get the early-bird

the national rail network.

discount.

AB

The findings and the ACCA response to them will be

told us’) will be on 11 July, 12.30–13.30.
sector member feedback’) is on 13 October, 12.30–13.30.

More information
Use our CPD resource finder to search for any of the events
listed here or search by postcode for events close to you at
bit.ly/ACCA-CPD1
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‘Future CFO’ recognised
ACCA has announced the winner of this year’s undergraduate of the year Future CFO
award, the third in the competition’s history
ACCA has announced the

the US, visiting ACCA’s US

winner of its undergraduate

office and learning first-

of the year Future CFO

hand what it’s like to work

competition for 2017,

in one of the world’s largest

in association with

metropolitan and finance

TARGETjobs.

capitals.

Ekaterina Christova, an

year we’ve held the

University of Cambridge

undergraduate of the year

Robinson College, was

Future CFO competition and

announced the winner at

the quality of entrants this

the award ceremony in April.

year was incredibly high,’

Christova wins a trip to New

said John Williams, head of

York and Washington DC to

ACCA UK.
‘This year’s winner has
demonstrated a strong

gain an insight into the role
of a finance professional in

80

‘This is the third

economics student from the

Star performers: 10 finalists from this year’s Future CFO
competition celebrate with ACCA staff
interest in the value finance

Christova was one of 10

can bring to a business,’ he

finalists shortlisted from over

added.

150 entrants.

AB
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Elections to Council
Nominations are now invited for any ACCA members wishing to stand for
election to Council at the 2017 AGM. Have you got what it takes?
Council is the governing

Delivery of strategy is the

record of engagement in

an election statement of up

body of ACCA and as such

responsibility of the executive

ACCA activities tend to

to 500 words. Candidates

has a pivotal role in ACCA

team, with governance of the

stand a greater chance

are also required to sign

affairs. It has a wide-ranging

process and performance

of election.

declarations of their

remit that includes:

management provided

*

by Council.

*
*
*
*

ensuring that ACCA
operates in the public

Whatever their

Specifically, ACCA

with, and be bound by,

the following skills and

the code of practice for
Council members.

interest and delivers the

geographical or sectoral

attributes to Council:

objectives stated in its

bases, Council members

Royal Charter

do not represent particular

*

setting the overall
direction of ACCA
through regular approval

elected by the membership

of ACCA strategy

as a whole.

ensuring that governance

an ability to take a

This year, candidates

strategic and analytical

will again have the

areas or particular functions.

approach to issues and to

opportunity to produce a

Council members are

see ‘the big picture’

video in support of their

an understanding of

election statements. The

the business and the

videos will be posted on a

marketplace

dedicated section of the

*

communication and

ACCA website, together

networking skills

with the written statements

*

an ability to interact with

and photographs.

*

Candidates in the

structures are aligned

Council elections come

to the effective delivery

from all parts of the world,

of strategy

from every sector of the

engaging with ACCA

profession, and represent

members to explain

a wide range of senior

and promote ACCA’s

positions. Long-term or

strategic direction

technical experience is

acting on behalf of all

valuable, but so is proven

members – and on behalf
of future generations
of members (today’s

willingness to comply

expects members to bring

peers and respect the

More information on

views of others

Council and the election

decision-making abilities

process can be obtained

an ability to act in an

at bit.ly/ACCA-Elections

ambassadorial role

or by sending an email to

ability to actively participate

in many different

secretariat@accaglobal.com,

in strategic decision-making.

environments

quoting ‘Council Elections’

*

planning and time

in the subject box.

*

a willingness to learn

date of the Annual General

and develop.

Meeting this year is

Council-level

*
*

students)

experience is not necessary

providing an objective

but an understanding

environment for the

of good governance is

executive team to explore

essential, and personal

Anyone wishing to stand

new ideas or challenges.

and professional integrity

must be nominated by at

The closing date for

Council and the executive

must be of the highest

least 10 other members in

submission of nominations

team collaborate in order to

standard. Experience

good standing. Candidates

to the Secretary is therefore

devise ACCA’s strategy, which

has shown that those

should supply a head-and-

30 August, in accordance

is then approved by Council.

candidates with a previous

shoulders photograph and

with bye-law 16.

*

Please note that the

management

30 November.

AB
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Capacity builders
ACCA has signed an MoU with Crown Agents, paving the way
for future cooperation on development projects together
Global presence: ACCA and Crown Agents will cooperate
on projects that change systems vital for peoples’
wellbeing and prosperity
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ACCA has signed

the implementation of IFRS

partners with governments,

a memorandum of

Standards across Africa.

aid agencies, NGOs

‘This MoU aligns with

international development

our mutually shared value of

100 countries, making

organisation Crown Agents,

opportunity,’ said Andrew

changes to the systems and

paving the way for future

Steele, ACCA’s market

organisations that are ‘vital

cooperation.

director, partnerships and

for people’s wellbeing and

recognition. ‘We are both

prosperity. We help countries

Agents share a strong

committed to opening

grow their economies,

global presence and interest

up the accountancy

strengthen their health

in capacity building and

profession and ensuring

systems and governance

skills development in the

that people who work

and improve financial

accountancy profession

in it are well trained in

management by providing

globally and will be

the latest developments,

consultancy and training

collaborating on a number of

including IFRS Standards,

in areas including trade

projects in the future.

the international standard for

and growth, tax, public-

financial reporting.’

private partnerships, public

In the first instance,
they will be exploring

82

and companies in nearly

understanding (MoU) with

Both ACCA and Crown

Crown Agents, with

Pictures Getty

financial management,

training and consultancy

offices in 22 countries and

health systems strengthening

opportunities involved in

a presence in another 18,

and governance.’
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Professional
insights
To celebrate our global thought
leadership we’ve launched a new
professional insights hub on our
website: accaglobal.com/insights
which is free and accessible to all.
Now that really is worth celebrating.

Access the new professional insights hub
accaglobal.com/insights
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